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ABSTRACf

Although recent studies have tried to isolate the effect of

adjustment lending on representative macroeconomic variables such

as GNP, inflation, and the current account, they have not explicitly

dealt with the supply side effect on the economy. This is, however,

supposed to be one of the most important objectives on which almost

all adjustment lending has been concentrated during the last decade.

The growth aspect of adjustment lending has recently been getting

closer attention due to depressed investment performance.

The purpose of this work is to examine the supply side effect

with particular emphasis on the efficiency factor. It examines

whether or not the possible supply enhancement effect of overall aid

money has been augmented by policy reforms which have been

imposed on the recipient countries as conditions of adjustment loans.

In order to estimate such an effect, a suitable econometric model will

be developed. For this purpose, a standard neoclassical growth model

with external financial flows will be modified through the

introduction of either dummy variables or structural adjustment

variables.

Pooled regression analysis using cross-section and time-series

data from recipient countries shows that in both the IMF-WB

program and the export growth case, middle-income Asian countries

showed expected, and hence encouraging, results--statistically

significant positive effects, with lags. Assuming that there are no

problems such as inadequate data on conditionality or insufficient

control for autonomous microeconomic policy reform, this implies
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that factors that were specific and/or idiosyncratic to middle-income

Asian countries, at least during the estimation period, impact the

efficiency factor in the supply side of the economy concerned.

Historical, intellectual, and practical aspects of adjustment

lending will also be discussed comprehensively.

---- -_....
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CHAPfER 1

INfRODUCfION

1.1 Background

Adjustment lending has played a crucial role in development

strategies for developing countries. Although the 1980s has been

called "the lost decade," intensive structural adjustment efforts have

been made. Even countries that were previously reluctant, such as

India, have recently participated in adjustment lending operations

initiated by the IMF and World Bank.

As for donors of aDA (Official Development Assistance), the

effectiveness of aDA with policy dialogue (so-called policy-based

ODA or policy-based lending) has been getting closer attention

recently. This is partly due to the notion that the economic policy of

the recipient countries plays a crucial role in their economic

development. Project-oriented aDA might have been ineffective

because of distortions, instability, or weak governance and

institutions (more detailed discussion will be provided in Section

2.4). These thoughts had received attention by the 1960s and 19708,

but economic difficulties such as the oil shock and debt crisis, which

happened in the late 1970s and early 19808, respectively, brought

the argument to the forefront.

In addition to these circumstances, the global need for

reconstruction of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

enhances the importance of adjustment lending as a catalyst for

transformation from a centrally planned economy to a market

economy.



Simply put, adjustment lending is "a loan plus a package of

economic policies," as we will see in Morocco's case in Section 3.4. The

"loan" part is quickly disbursed and finances import demand, at least

directly. In addition to that, some conditionality on policy reform is

imposed on the recipient country as a package. The "policy package"

is usually, but not always, a comprehensive one. That is, it consists of

both a stabilization program and a structural adjustment program.

The stabilization program is conducted by the IMF and the structural

adjustment program is conducted mainly by the World Bank. A

stabilization program is a precondition for a long term structural

adjustment process.

Since the typical economic situation of a recipient country is a

balance of payment deficit, high inflation, a large public sector deficit

and stagnant economic activity, the objective of the stabilization

program is to reduce effective demand. The policy instruments are

macroeconomic. Fiscal policy and monetary policy, including

domestic credit policy, have to be managed in a contractional way.

Devaluation should be undertaken so that the economy with

nontradable sectors can restore external balance, without losing

internal balance, through reducing import demand and enhancing

export capacity.

The objectives of a structural adjustment policy, on the other

hand, are to reduce distortions and to increase long-run economic

growth. The policy instruments for this are microeconomic. For that

purpose, policies to reduce price rigidities, monopolies, distortional

taxes and subsidies, and trade restrictions are supposed to be taken.

Moreover, policies to give incentives to domestic savings and

2



investment, and to induce foreign resources such as direct

investment, are adopted. Although it is very difficult to generalize,

these microeconomic policies can be said to contribute to achieving

sustainable growth as well as restoring macroeconomic balance by

enhancing the supply side.

There is much debate about which policy is best. Concerning

macroeconomic policy, Keynsian vs. monetarist debate on monetary

as well as fiscal policy is typical. There are also alternative views of

the effectiveness of devaluation to restore external balance. As for

microeconomic policy, neoclassical vs. anti-neoclassical debate is well

known. According to Roemer and Radelet, actual adjustment

programs have followed the monetarist and neoclassical approach.

They argue that "IMF, through its stabilization program and World

Bank, through its structural adjustment program, converted

neoclassical principles into practical policy advice, which has been

increasingly accepted by recipient countries all over the world."

(Roemer and Radelet 1991, p.61-62.)

Although such debate will continue, it is worth mentioning

several more practical issues within adjustment lending: sequencing,

time span or time horizon, magnitude, and credibility. One influential

donor of ODA, Japan, advocates more recognition of these issues. For

example, Isao Kubota, a former Managing Director of the Overseas

Economic Cooperation Fund and a present official of the Ministry of

Finance, criticizes several characteristics of conditionality in

Structural Adjustment Lending by the World Bank. He contends that

the time assigned for structural adjustment policies may generally be

too short, the menu of adjustment policies for countries are too

3



similar, and the trade-off relationships between policy aims should

be more carefuly examined. These ideas are not contrary to

neoclassical thought but, rather, are complementary to it in the sense

that it is necessary to be pragmatic.

In the last several years, the IMP and World Bank, as well as

independent economists, have completed a number of statistical

evaluations on the effectiveness of adjustment lending. There has

been, however, no conclusive research on how this adjustment

lending has worked and how effective it has been with respect to

economic performance. Previous works have largely concentrated on

short-term macroeconomic effects--the demand-side effect-sand

have not covered the supply-side or long-term effects on growth.

Although recent works have tried to isolate the effect of adjustment

lending on representative macroeconomic variables such as GNP,

inflation, and current accounts, they have not explicitly dealt with

the effect on the supply side of the economy. This is supposed to be

one of the most important objectives which almost all adjustment

lending has concentrated on during the last decade. The growth

aspect of adjustment lending has been getting closer attention

recently due to depressed investment performance under

adjustment programs. Therefore further analysis is needed.

EValuation of the past experience of adjustment lending must be

refined further so that we can learn more lessons about how it has

affected. development performance and utilize them in building up

development strategy as well as aid policy.
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1.2 Objective of the Study

The purpose of the study is to examine whether or not the

possible supply enhancement effects of overall aid money, not

limited to that of adjustment lending, have been augmented by

policy reforms (both stabilization and structural adjustment

programs) which have been imposed as conditions for lending.

Therefore, the study concentrates on the efficiency factor

among various aspects of the supply-side effect of adjustment

lending. Simply put, the effect of conditionality on the efficiency

factor will be estimated. By efficiency factor we mean not only total

factor productivity, but also output elasticity of capital.

The hypothesis to be tested is the following.

The change in efficiency pertaining to foreign aid

is related to IMF-World Bank programs or some

other structural adjustment (e.g., export growtb).

In order to test the hypothesis, some econometric models

suitable for that purpose will be developed. A standard neoclassical

growth model with external financial flows will be modified through

the introduction of either structural adjustment variables or dummy

variables.

In order to get a less biased estimator while using time series

and cross-sectional data, we will introduce a device to control for the

policy reforms which would have taken place in the recipient

countries even if there had been no conditionality. This control is

necessary because "effect" is defined as the difference between the
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real performance and the "counterfactual, tt which is the performance

that would have taken place in the absence of a structural

adjustment or IMF-World Bank program. Moreover, tbe external

economic environment, which includes world interest rates, terms of

trade, and the world business cycle, will be controlled for among

countries.

1.3 Contributions of the Study

The original contributions of the study will be three-fold.

One contribution will stem from its supply-side analysis of the

problem. No previous evaluation work has explicitly dealt with the

supply function, especially the efficiency factor. Previous works have

largely concentrated on the short-term macroeconomic effects-

demand-side effects-sand have not covered the supply-side or the

long-term effect of adjustment lending. Basically, they compare GNP

growth rates before and after, or with and without, the program and

do not assume any theoretical model for determining growth. By

assuming a particular supply function, this study adds to recent

studies evaluating adjustment lending. The GLS (Generalized Least

Squares) method is applied to cross-section and time-series data,

which is also unique.

The second contribution will be associated with the history of

study on the effectiveness of traditional ODA. As we see in Appendix

B, there is a significant amount of research on tbat theme. The

methodology used in this study tackles one of the flaws pointed out

by experts. That is, since ODA is often conditioned to some policy

reform, the estimate which does not take this fact into account could
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underestimate the effect. This study can clarify how the effect of

bilateral aid has been affected by the conditionality associated with

multilateral aid.

The third contribution will be related to the rationale of an

export-oriented growth strategy. Such a strategy is supposed to favor

growth, in part because it generates increasing returns to scale

through taking advantage of large overseas markets and thus

enhances the efficiency of investment. This study will show us

whether this is true or not by estimating the relationship between

the efficiency factor and export growth. Of course the export-

oriented growth strategy includes numerous facets and hence we do

not exclude other channels through which export growth contributes

to the growth rate.

1.4 Structure of the Study

Chapter 2 provides the background of adjustment lending. We

discuss world development performance and international finance

over the past 25 years, the role of international capital in

development, changing strategies in development assistance, and the

present situation in structural adjustment.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of adjustment lending. The

definition, operational results, program contents, implementation,

and results of recent evaluation studies are briefly introduced. The

relationship with bilateral aid is also discussed.

Chapter 4 analyzes theoretical aspects of adjustment lending.

Since the IMF and World Bank have never explained the underlying

theoretical model formally, literature associated with that subject
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will be surveyed and synthesized. The chapter consists of four parts.

The first part discusses adjustment lending within the context of the

historical evolution of development strategy. The second and third

parts discuss the short-term and long-term strategy of adjustment

lending and its rationale, respectively. The Salter-Swan model and

the Neoclassical Growth model, with some recent discussion of

unbounded growth, will be introduced for that purpose. Detailed

discussion of individual policy fields such as trade policy, financial

reform, and privatization is beyond the scope of this study and will

not be provided. The final part deals with recent discussions of pro

market interventionism.

Chapter 5, the main part of the study, covers the testing of the

hypothesis mentioned above. First of all, the hypothesis to be tested

is stated and explained within the context of previous works on the

effectiveness of aDA and adjustment lending. Next, all econometric

model suitable for testing the hypothesis is developed step-by-step

and matters of implementation, such as variable definition, data

sources, and econometrics are explained. Lastly, estimation results

and evaluation are provided.

Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes the study.

Detailed regression results as well as technical background

papers associated with Chapter 5 are attached as appendices.



CHAPI'ER 2

ADruSTMENf LENDING IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a brief look at world development

performance and international finance over the past 25 years, the

role of international capital in development, changing strategies in

development assistance, and the present situation in structural

adjustment, so that we can get an overall understanding of the

background of adjustment lending and its importance. Details, as well

as a practical discussion of adjustment lending itself, will be given in

the following chapters.

2,2 World Development Performance and International Finance

The growth of real GDP from 1965 to 1989 shows that during

this 25 year period, there was a general tendency toward

decelerating growth rates in both developed and developing

countries. The only exceptions were East Asia and South Asia (Table

2.1). Growth in developing countries actually exceeded that in

developed countries by 1.7% in 1965-73, 1.6% in 1973-80, and 0.8%

in 1980-89. This does not tell the whole story, however, because

population growth was much higher in developing countries than in

developed countries, hence the growth of real GDP per capita in

developing countries was not very different from that in developed

countries during the 1965-80 period. From 1980-89, growth in

developing countries turned out to be lower than that in developed

countries (Table 2.2). It is also important (0 note that there has been

much diversity among developing countries' experiences.
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Table 2.1

Average Annual Growth of Real GDP (percent)

10

Country group )965-73

Low and middle income 6.5

Low income 5.3

Middle income 7.0

Severely indebted 6.4

Sub-Saharan Africa 4.8

East Asia 8. 1

South Asia 3.6

Europe, Middle East

1973-80

4.7

4.5

4.7

5.2

3.2

6.6

4.2

1980-89

3.8

6.2

2.9

1.9

2.1

7.9

5.1

and North Africa

Latin America

7.7 3.9 2.9

and the Caribbean 6.5

High income 4.8

(II]) 4.7

World 5.0

Oil exporters 8.3
(excl. former USSR)

5.0

3.1

3.0

3.3

3.7

1.6

3.0

3.0

3.1

0.8

(Source) World bank (1991), p.186, Table A.6



Table 2.2

Average Annual Growth of Real GDP per capita (percent)

11

Country grQUp

Industrial countries

1965-73

3.7

1973-80

2.3

1980-89

2.3

Developing countries 3.9 2.5 1.6

Sub-Saharan Africa 2.1 0.4 -1.2

East Asia 5.3 4.9 6.2

South Asia 1.2 1.7 3.0

Europe, Middle East
and North Africa 5.8 1.9 0.4

Latin America and the
Caribbean 3.8 2.5 -0.4

(Source) World Bank (1991), p.3, Table 1



East Asia has maintained its high pace of growth during the

past 25 years and South Asia has accelerated its growth. In contrast,

Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, Europe, the

Middle East and North Africa have experienced a sharp deceleration

of GDP growth. As a result, growth of real GDP per capita in 1980-89

was negative in both Sub-Saharan Africa (-1.2%) and Latin America

and Caribbean (-0.4%), while East Asia and South Asia achieved big

gains (6.2% and 3.0% respectively), which were higher than that of

developed countries (2.3%). This shows what is called "the lost

decade" in those regions with decelerating growth.

The slow down of world economic growth is best understood in

terms of two critical events (Mosley et at. 1991, pp 5-9). These are

the two great oil price rises of 1973 and 1979-80 and the consequent

debt crisis which. erupted in 1982. And these two correlate to each

other. The governments of the industrialized countries allowed an

expansion of aggregate demand that provoked a strong bout of

inflation in the industrialized world in 1972-3, which in turn

triggered off a brief boom on non-oil primary commodities in 1972

4. This led OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) to

raise the price of petroleum threefold. This shock cut back real

growth of output in OECD countries, although inflationary conditions

persisted until the end of the decade. A further tripling of the oil

price in 1979-80 pushed the OECD economies towards serious

recession. At the same time, the arrival of conservatively inclined

governments such as Thatcher's and Reagan's determined to squeeze

inflation out of the world economy reinforced the already strong

recessional tendencies. Negative or very slow growth persisted in

12



the industrial countries until real oil prices finally retreated to a

more realistic level in 1986.

In 1982, the debt crisis occurred. Importantly, this crisis has

much to do with the above-mentioned oil shock. That is because the

final destination of the so-called oil money that was accumulated in

OPEC countries was developing countries which were considered to

be very attractive as investment targets because non-oil primary

commodities were in boom. The recycling of such oil money was

accomplished by private banking sectors. The belief that the

recipient governments would never willingly default on sovereign

debt facilitated such investment.

This cycle of international finance, which was seemingly

workable in the 1970s, became corrupted because getting rid of

inflation turned out to be critical in order to get out of persistent

stagflation. Contractional policies, especially the so-called monetarist

prescription, led the world economy into recession and hence

consecutive high interest rates and changes in terms of trade became

a deteriorating external environment, working against the previously

favored developing countries. This partly reflected the fact that they

had heavily borrowed the recycled petro-dollars at variable interest

rates (Table 2.3). Declining terms of trade and unexpectedly high

financial outflows for debt service constituted sources of acute

pressure on developing countries' balance of payments. Either the

widening payments had to be financed or their economies had to be

adjusted in order to bring demand for foreign exchange into better

balance with the decreased supply.

13
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Table 2.3

Change in Terms of Trade and Interest Rates

Tenus of Trade 1%5-73 1973-SO 1980-87
average annual percentage change

Low and middle income 0.1 2.1 -3.7
Middle income 1.0 1.9 -3.8

Severely indebted 2.8 0.5 -2.8
Sub-Saharan Africa -:-6.7 5.4 -5.7

East Asia 3.3 0.3 -2.3
South Asia 3.3 -3.1 1.3
Europe, Middle East

and North Africa 5.7 -4.3
Latin America and

Caribbean 3.1 1.2 -3.9

High income -1.3 -2.2 0.3
GECD -1.1 -3.3 1.4

World -0.9 -1.5 -0.4
Oil exporters 13.5 -9.0

(excl. former USSR)

Interest rates 1965-73 1973-80 1980-86
average annual rate

Nominal interest rate 6.8 9.3 11.1
Inflation rate 6.1 10.1 1.7
Real interest rate 2.3 1.3 5.9

(Source) World Bank (1991), p.189, Table A.tO; Mosley et al.(I991),
p. 8, Table 1.4
(Note) Inflation rate is industrial countries' GDP deflator expressed in
dollars. Real interest rate is an average over 6-month dollar
Eurocurrency rate deflated by the rate of change in US GDP deflator.



How drastically the external financing environment had

changed can be seen in Table 2.4. Before the first oil shock in 1973,

official development assistance provided the principal means of

bridging developing countries' balance of payments deficits.

Between 1973 and the early 1980& when the debt crisis broke, the

principal source of external finance became private non-concessional

loans--petro-dollars on-lent by private commercial banks. Once the

debt crisis arrived in 1982, however, this source of funding dried up

for all developing countries that were already highly indebted. By

1986, it had fallen back to one-third of its 1980 level. Foreign aid

was not able to expand to fill the financing gap created by the falling

level of new bank lending. The new governments in the lending

industrialized countries began cutting foreign aid, an easy target in

the campaign for greater fiscal tightness, so that the expansion of aid

from other industrial countries such as Japan and Italy was

necessary merely to keep the aggregate flows roughly constant. the

large monetary surpluses of Japan, West Germany, and some NICs

during the latter half of the 1980s mainly went to finance the large

U.S. current account deficit as a natural result of market mechanisms,

as oil money in the 1970s had financed other developing countries.

In the 1980s, then, the global economic context forced

developing countries to bring down their payments deficits to the

level that could be financed by stagnant aid flows plus rapidly

dwindling private commercial lending. This is, in essence, what

structural adjustment in developing countries intended to do and

adjustment lending was initiated as one form of development

15



Table 2.4

External financing by type of flow ($billion)

CQuntry group and type of flow 1973 1980 1986
All developing countries
Required borrowing 9.0 69.1 35.5
aDA. net 8.7 22.8 21.7

Grants 4.7 11.5 14.1
Concessional loans 4.0 11.3 7.6

Direct private investment 4.9 10.0 12.4
Non concessional loan. net 11.6 47.0 18. 1

Official 2.0 9.0 4.8
Private 9.6 38.0 13.3

Other capital -5.0 1.6 -0.7
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Sub-Saharan Africa
Required borrowing
ODA, net

Grants
Concessional loans

Direct private investment
Non concessional loan, net

Official
Private

Other capital

Highly indebted countries
Required borrowing
aDA, net

Grants
Concessional loans

Direct private investment
Non concessional loan. net

Official
Private

Other capital

1.7
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.1
0.9
0.2
0.7
-0.9

2.4
0.9
0.4
0.5
2.7
6.3
1.0
5.3
-1.3

4.9
5.1
2.6
2.5
0.0
5.2
1.2
4.0
-1.2

27.9
1.6
0.5
1.1
4.6
27.5
3.6
23.9
0.5

8.9
5.2
3.1
2.1
0.0
3.7
0.4
3.3
-2.2

12.0
0.6
0.7
-0.1
3.2
6.9
2.5
4.4
-7.0

(Source) World bank (1987), p.33, Table 2.9
(Note) Based on a sample of ninety developing countries. Totals for
Sub-Saharan Africa exclude South Africa. Required borrowing is
deficit on goods, services, and private transfers. Required borrowing
not financed by aDA, direct foreign investment, long-term loans, and
other capital is covered by foreign exchange reserves.



assistance. How it was intended to work will be intensively discussed

in Chapter 4.

2.3 The Role of International Capital in Economic Development

There is another reason why structural adjustment turned out

to be of importance and adjustment lending was needed. This has to

do with the effectiveness of aid. The economic crisis discussed above

brought this issue to the forefront.

Before discussing the effectiveness of aid, we will take a brief

look at role of international capital in general in economic

development (Mark 1990). Capital has long flowed from richer to

poorer countries. It has done so because it is relatively scarcer in

economies that are at earlier stages of development, and the

expected rates of return tend to be correspondingly higher.

Investment financed by external borrowing is expected to contribute

to expanding growth capacity in the host country as is investment

financed by domestic saving.

Between 1870 and 1913, Great Britain invested an average of

5% of its GNP abroad, rising to almost 10% just before World War I.

For France and Germany, the figure was 2 to 3% of GNP. As a

proportion of the recipient country's GNP, capital inflows were also

often larger in earlier periods. Inflows to Canada, for example.

averaged 7.5% of its GNP between 1870 and 1910 and accounted for

30 to 50% of its domestic investment. During investment booms in

Argentina and Australia, foreign capital was roughly half of all gross

domestic investment. Net capital inflows to all developing countries

averaged 2 to 3% of their GNP between 1960 and 1973, while
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financing 10 to 12% of their gross investment. Since then, net capital

inflows have been between 3 and 6% of their GNP and have financed

10 to 20% of their gross investment.

Both benefits and costs can be illustrated by recent experience.

On the benefit side, most developing countries have made substantial

economic progress over the past 20 years. These advances

principally reflected the efforts of developing countries themselves,

but there is considerable evidence that capital flows, often

accompanied by technical know-how, have played a part. Foreign

capital has also helped individual countries to cushion shocks--either

internal ones such as harvest failures or external ones such as big

changes in commodity prices or recessions in industrial economies.

External finance can act as a shock absorber, allowing countries to

adjust their spending gradually and reallocate their resources for a

new environment. In the 1970s, as seen above, many developing

countries were able, in the first instance, to pay for more expensive

oil by borrowing more. Those countries that accompanied borrowing

with policy reforms restored rapid growth and avoided debt

servicing difficulties. But other countries used borrowing to avoid the

policy actions required for adjustment. Many of them ran into debt

servicing problems and needed to take even more drastic and costly

adjustment later.

This contrast emphasizes that foreign borrowing is not a

painless or riskless alternative to adjustment. The accumulation of

debt makes a country more susceptible to international financial

fluctuations, as the swing from negative real interest rates to

unprecedentedly high positive rates has made all too plain. The need
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for rapid adjustment increased. Borrowers and lenders often fail to

take full account of the institutional, social, and political rigidities

that restrict a country's ability to adjust.

The point is that domestic policy effort is important, where

necessary, in order to make the potential advantages of international

borrowing materialize. Countries that ran into debt-servicing

difficulties were not necessarily those that had suffered the biggest

shocks. They were countries that had borrowed and failed to adjust

or had not tackled the new problems with sufficient urgency. Among

these are the low-income countries of Africa, in which development

is a long-term process constrained by weak institutional structure, a

shortage of skill, and often natural disasters as well. These countries

have traditionally used concessional capital from abroad to finance

the bulk of their investment. In the 1970s they were faced with

higher import bills. Many African countries that had commodity

booms were able to borrow on commercial terms when interest rates

were low. They used this foreign finance partly for consumption and

also for investment in large public projects, many of which

contributed little to economic growth or the increase in exports

needed to service the debt. Debt-servicing difficulties could have

been expected and did occur. The net result has been a further

setback to their economic development.

The second group of countries with debt difficulties includes

many countries in Latin America and some major debtors. The

reasons for their financial problems are more complex, but three

common features are: (a) fiscal and monetary policies that were too

expansionary to achieve a sustainable external balance; (b)
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overvalued exchange rates that prevented exports from competing

on world markets and encouraged capital flight; and (c) increased

domestic saving efforts but investment increases that were even

larger. Some countries, such as Chile and Uruguay, attempted

comprehensive economic reforms, but parts of their policy package

were defective and the timing of measures taken was inappropriate.

Other countries borrowed heavily and undertook some policy

changes (for example Brazil, Ivory Coast. and the Philippines), but

they underestimated the length and depth of the recession and the

large rise in interest rates in the early 1980s. Many of these

countries are now in the process of reforming their policies, in some

cases assisted by the debt-reduction scheme initiated in 1989 by the

Brady Proposal (New Debt Strategy), with results that are thus far

encouraging.

2.4 Changing Strategies in Development Assistance

Having taken a look at the role of international capital in

general, we move on to the discussion of development assistance, or

foreign aid--official international capital inflows. Foreign aid

includes three major components (Krueger et al. 1989):

1. Concessional flows to developing countries from individual

donor countries, bilateral official development assistance (ODA). To

qualify as ODA, the flows, in addition to being official and

developmental, must be highly concessional, i.e., have a grant

element of at least 25 percent. The grant element is calculated by a

formula taking account of such factors as interest payments and the

repayment period.
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2. Concessional flows from multilateral development

institutions, multilateral ODA. This includes funds from the

International Development Association (IDA) and the "soft window"

of the regional development banks, assistance provided by

development agencies of the United Nations, such as the U.N.

Development Program (UNDP) and the World Food Program (WFP),

and concessional assistance provided by limited membership

multilaterals established by the European community and by

members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OPEC).

3. Near market term loans provided by multilateral

development institutions, nonconcessional multilateral flows. This

assistance includes lending by the World Bank and by the "hard

window" of the regional development banks and the "limited

membership" multilateral s.

Specifically excluded are transfers of private funds from

voluntary agencies, assistance provided by the International

Monetary Fund (generally considered short-term financial

transactions, not development assistance), military assistance, and

official export credits. Although these flows often are largely called

foreign aid, they either are not from official sources or are provided

largely for reasons other than the promotion of the recipients'

development.

The economic rationale of foreign aid must answer two

questions: (1) why should it be official?; and (2) why should it be

concessional? (Mark 1990).
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The answer to the first question is that there is market failure

in private international capital movement, as is generally the case in

discussion of government intervention. The limited access to private

capital stems from several factors; (a) the existence of sovereign risk,

which constrains the volume of lending; (b) industrial countries'

regulations on their capital markets which discriminate against

overseas lending by certain financial institutions; (c) the nature of

many investments in developing. countries (particularly those in

basic infrastructure), which yield high social returns, but may yield

benefits that are not readily capturable or in the short run eam little

or no foreign exchange with which to service foreign commercial

loans; (d) inadequate information for lenders about investment

opportunities and the capacity of developing countries to repay

loans; and (e) the traditional objections of private banks to long-term

funding. This last point is particularly important. Many of the

investments needed to ease the basic constraints on development-

health, education, agricultural research, and some types of

infrastructure--yield high returns. However, these yields may be

realized over a period of thirty to forty years, with no returns at an

in the early years. This makes them unsuitable for private markets,

so official help is needed during the initial stages of development.

The answer to the second question is equity considerations.

Higher-income industrial countries can use part of their domestic tax

revenues to fund transfers to the lower-income developing countries

in order to directly improve the welfare of citizens in the latter and-

through expansion of economic activity and trade--also indirectly

increase world welfare.
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Formal development assistance began with the Marshall Plan,

officially the European Recovery Program, in 1948 (Krueger et al,

1989). The plan provided $13 billion ($60 billion in 1985 dollars)

through the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC,

now the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD» over a period of four years. It succeeded beyond the greatest

hopes of its initiators.

The official commitment by the United States to assist in the

development of poor countries dates to President Truman's inaugural

address in 1949 and to the subsequent passage of the Act for

International Development in 1950. Commitment by the United

Kingdom and developed countries of the British Commonwealth

(Australia, Canada and New Zealand) began with the signing of the

Colombo Plan in 1950. However, substantial resource transfers to

the developing countries at a level approximating the Marshall Plan

levels were not achieved until the early 1960s. As late as 1960, the

United States was the source of well over half of all development

assistance, with most of the rest supplied by four European countries

to their current or former colonies.

During the early and mid-1960s development assistance

became much more highly institutionalized. In 1960, a Development

Assistance Group, later renamed the Development Assistance

Committee (DAC), was formed within OEEe. The World Bank

strengthened its capacity for development assistance by organizing

two affiliated institutions: the International Finance Corporation

(IFC), established in 1956 to strengthen the Bank's capacity to make

capital available to the private sectors in developing countries, and
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the IDA, established in 1960 to provide the Bank with a "soft loan"

fund. By the mid-l960s the World Bank was joined by three regional

development banks: the Inter-American Development Bank (lOB) in

1959; the African Development Bank (AIDB) in 1964; and the Asian

Development bank (ADB) in 1966.

The 1960s was a period of great optimism about the

possibilities of development. Academic communities and

development assistance agencies agreed that large increments of

concessionary aid directed to supporting comprehensive

development plans would, over a period of decades, result in self

sustaining growth throughout the developing world.

Growth was somewhat slower during the 1970s but still

exceptional by historical standards. The 1970s was also a period of

severe questioning of what had appeared to be promising approaches

to development assistance in the early 1960s. The development

community itself challenged what came to be viewed as excessive

reliance on large-scale capital transfers. One group of scholars

stressed the critical importance of liberal trade and exchange rate

policies to facilitate economic growth. Income distribution

consequences were also criticized.

By the mid-I980s much of the fire and rhetoric of the

arguments of the 1970s had been muted. During the 1980s both

development thought and development policy were strongly

influenced by the effect of a global recession that interrupted a

quarter-century of remarkably rapid economic growth in both

developed and developing countries. The effect of the global

recession of the early eighties and the debt crises that faced a large
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number of developing countries was to propel the World Bank to

rapidly increase the share of its lending dedicated to sector and

structural adjustment loans.

The global economic crisis contributed to an emerging climate

of "aid fatigue" on the part of some developed country government

and development assistance constituencies. Development assistance

by the United Kingdom has declined since the late 1970s. In the

United States failure to pass aid legislation has frequently led to

funding by continuing resolution. By contrast, aid levels have

continued to increase in Japan and Italy.

Changes in aid strategy can be viewed on a more practical level

(Mosley et at. 1991). Project-style development lending came to look

increasingly problematic after the first huge oil price rise of 1973.

One major worry was called "the fungibility problem "; it was that, if

aid finances a project which the recipient government would have

undertaken anyway, the aid money is actually financing some other,

unidentified project which the aid agency does not know about and

might not like. Project aid can thus create a misleading sense of

certainty about the impact of aid on development. This problem is

much less significant, though, in areas like Sub-Saharan Africa,

where aid plays such a large part in financing investment and

imports. Aid as percentage of per capita income, gross domestic

investment, and imports were 4.90%, 33.53% and 25.75%

respectively during 1980-88 in Africa, while they were 0.8%, 0.3%

and 0.2% respectively in other developing countries (Table. 2.5).

Statistical analysis of this thought is included in Appendix B and C.
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The 'economists of the 1960s pinpointed another set of reasons

why aid-giving in the project mode was problematic. These reasons

concerned the general economic environment in which every project

has to operate. When economic policies are not well ordered, a

number of serious consequences for project success arise. One is that

project identification and appraisal become more difficult. For

example, when internal prices depart in many cases and to a major

degree from true scarcity values, it becomes much harder to spot a

project that win be economically worthwhile and not just financially

lucrative to its owners and operators. Another is that when the

government's macroeconomic policies are in disarray, counterparts

funds that are usually needed to complement aid money may simply

dry up, which may produce many relatively new structures half

built, underused or falling apart. This was the common experience in

Africa in the 1970s.

As such, the most important lesson learned about economic

development, and therefore the role of assistance, is the significance

of the overall economic policy environment for economic growth.

This lesson enhanced the role of policy-based assistance in the form

of sector and structural adjustment lending in both the multilateral

and bilateral aid programs. The aid is designed to induce and support

reforms in both microeconomic and macroeconomic policy. The

quick-disbursing type of lending was also needed as a response to

sudden changes in the external economic environment.

Theoretical discussion of changes in development strategy will

appear in the first section of Chapter 4.
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Table 2.5

Comparative Statistics on Aid and Economic Performance

27

Indjcators (J 980-88)

Aid indicators
Aid per capita($)
Aid as % of per capita income
Aid as % of gross domestic

investment
Aid as % of imports

Performance indicators (annual
Per capita income
Per capita private consumption
Daily calorie supply per capita
Gross investment
Export volumes

Sub-Saharan
Mrica

21.85
4.90

33.53
25.75

rates of change)
-6.4

-1.1
-0.6
-4. ]

-5.1

Other Developing
Countries

0.5
0.8

0.3
0.2

0.0
0.8
0.8
1.8
7.3

(Source) World bank (1991b)~ p.87, Table 8.1
(Note) Figures of aid indicators relate to net disbursements of
overseas development assistance from all sources.



2,5 Where Do We Stand On Structural Adjustment?

Although structural adjustment is undoubtedly a difficult task

and the reconstruction of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet

Union will require large amounts of savings, after "the lost decade"

the future prospects are now more encouraging. One reason is that

countries which were previously reluctant to participate in structural

adjustment have turned out to be "good students," partly stimulated

by the success of NICs, quasi-NICs, and other successfully adjusted

countries. The political situation is now much more in favor of

structural adjustment.

India has changed policy stance and is now experimenting with

radical market-oriented policy reform. China has been strengthening

its economic reform, although its way of doing so is unique. Latin

America's hyperinflation has seemed to calm down and commitment

to economic reform in line with structural adjustment is

unprecedentedly high. Political resistance seems to have been

overwhelmed by expectations of a sound economy. Debt-reduction

schemes might have produced such an atmosphere. Many African

countries are also eager to learn and practice structural adjustment.

As such, the 1990s should be a key period for getting out of the

aftermath of the 1970s and 1980s and entering into sustainable

growth without inflation.
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CHAPTER3

OVERVIEW OFADJUSTMENT LENDING

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of adjustment lending.

Definitions, operational results, program contents, and

implementation are briefly introduced. As a typical sample of

adjustment lending, we examine the case of Morocco. After that the

results of recent evaluation studies of adjustment lending are

surveyed. The relationship between adjustment lending and

bilateral aid is also discussed.

3.2 Definjtions and Operational Results.

Definitions

For convenience, we adopt the following definitions associated

with adjustment lending shown in World Bank (1988, ppll, Box 1.1).

Stabilization

Policies to achieve sustainable reductions in the current

account of the balance of payments and the fiscal deficit.

Stabilization also aims to reduce the rate of inflation to a

sustainable level.

Structural Adjustment

Reforms of policies and institutions --microeconomic

(such as taxes), macroeconomic (such as fiscal imbalance),

and institutional (public sector inefficiencies). These

change resource allocation, increase economic efficiency,
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expand economic growth potential, and increase

resilience to future shocks. The economic distortions that

require adjustment interact. For example, an overvalued

exchange rate is evidence of macroeconomic distortions,

yet it also contributes to microeconomic distortions

because traded-goods producers face a relative price

disincentives. Similarly, public enterprise pricing often

leads to microeconomic distortions when prices do not

reflect costs, institutional distortions in that managers

have inadequate incentives to be efficient, and

macroeconomic distortions as deficits become large.

Adjustment

Policies to achieve changes in internal and external

balances, changes in the structure of incentives and

institutions, or both. Where the focus is on the former, it

will be identified as stabilization, and where on the latter,

as structural adjustment.

Stabilization program

A program, often supported by the IMF, aimed at

achieving stabilization. The program usually implies

particular fiscal policy and monetary stances and

exchange rate behavior.
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Structural Adjustment Lending (SAL)

Bank lending that supports structural adjustment. The

macroeconomic framework in which these loans have

been made has often included IMF stabilization targets, to

which structural elements were added. SALs were

initiated to address balance of payments needs, provided

stabilization and structural adjustment policies would be

undertaken. All such loans have provided general import

financing mainly due to the recipient's balance of

payment difficulty. In practice they have been relatively

quick disbursing.

Sector Adjustment Lending (SECAL)

Bank lending for structural adjustment in a sector,

focusing on major institutional and microeconomic

distortions. Some SECALs have provided general import

financing, while others have confined financing to the

import needs of particular sectors. In practice, these also

have been quick disbursing.

Hybrid lending

Bank lending for adjustment in a sector, but with an

investment component. Hybrid lending may also finance

a time-slice of the sectoral investment program or may

finance recurrent expenditures if the budget is

temporarily strained.
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Adjustment Lending

Refers to both SALs and SECALs.

Operational Results

Now let us take a look at some statistics which show where

adjustment lending by the World Bank stood in the 1980s (Table

3.1). Total adjustment lending (commitment basis) amounted to

$6,094 million in 1989, of which SAL accounted for 33.3% and SECAL

accounted for 66.7%; IBRD (International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development) accounted for 81.4% and IDA (International

Development Agency) accounted for 18.6%. The total is 7.5 times as

much as average annual rates for 1980-82 ($809 million).

The total amount for 1980-1989 was $28,506 million, of which

33.5% was SAL and 66.5% was SECAL. By region, Sub-Saharan Africa

(SSA) got 24% of the total adjustment lending for 1980-89, Asia 15%,

Latin America (LA) 36%, and others 25%. With respect to the number

of loans, Sub-Saharan Africa got 45.5% of total (187 loans), Asia

10.7%, Latin America 25.7%, and others 18.2%.

Adjustment lending commitment as a share of total IBRD and

IDA commitments increased to 27% in 1989. For 1980-89, it was 16%

on average. By region it was 37% for Sub-Saharan Africa, 13% for

Asia, 45% for Latin America and 23% for others (1989). As this

figure indicates, adjustment lending has played an increasingly

important role in the World Bank's operation. We might note,

however, that the majority of the operation is still project lending
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and the ceiling of a 25% allocation for IBRD and a 30% allocation for

IDA adjustment operations are maintained.

Compared with total international flows to developing countries

in 1989, adjustment lending (disbursement basis) made up 4.2% of

the total, 9.4% for Sub-Saharan Africa, 3.4% for Asia, 4.4% for Latin

America, and 2.4% for others. The ratio seems to have leveled off in

the late 1980s.
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Table 3.1

Adjustment Lending Operations of World Bank

Total
80-82 83-853 86 87 88 89 80-89

Commitments:
Total 809 2183 4305 4424 4707 6094 28,506

($ million)

By Institution

IBRD(%) 83.2 89.4 80.3 78.5 76.8 81.4 82.0
IDA(%)b 16.8 10.6 19.7 21.5 23.2 18.6 18.0

By Types

SAL(%) 91.6 41.7 19.7 21.1 16.8 33.3 33.5
SECAL(%) 8.4 58.3 80.3 78.9 73.2 66.7 66.5

By Direction

SSA(%) 24 21 35 17 31 20 24
ASIA(%) 25 18 0 19 13 19 15
LA(%) 8 31 47 42 32 44 36
OTHERS(%) 44 30 19 22 24 17 25

As a share of total IBRD and IDA commitments(%)
Total 7 15 24 23 25 27 16

SSA 1 1 22 44 29 36 37 25
ASIA 4 7 0 1 1 9 13 7
LA 2 18 39 37 30 45 21

OTHERS 17 23 20 27 38 23 23

(To be continued to the next page.)



Table 3.1 (Continued)

Adjustment Lending Operations of World Bank
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80-82 83-853 86 87 88 89
Total
80-89

As a share of total international loan disbursement(%)
Total 0.9 2.2 5.0 5.8 5.4 4.2

SSA 1.5 4.6 11.6 15.5 9.4 9.4
ASIAc 1.4 1.6 0.6 4.8 3.7 3.4
LA 0.3 1.9 9.4 5.8 7.5 4.4

OTHERS 1.4 2.2 2.1 3.2 3.3 2.4

(Source) World Bank (1990), p.p.69-71, Annex Tables.
(Note) Adjustment lending includes the fast-disbursing portion of
hybrid loans. SSA=Sub-Saham Africa; LA=Latin America
a. Average annual rates for 1980-82 and 1983-85.
b. IDA AL includes Special Facility for Africa.
c. Excludes India and China.



3.3 Program Content and Implementation

Program Content

Although each country has a unique program, the World Bank

(1990) generalizes the program design in the following way. This is

a widely seen classification in the literature.

a) Expenditure-reducing policies--principally fiscal and monetary

measures--to bring domestic demand in line with available

resources.

b) Expenditure and production SWitching policies, to encourage both

exports and efficient import substitution by raising the domestic

price of tradables relative to the prices of nontradables. These

include exchange. rate policies and wage policies, such as a minimum

wage.

c) Supply-side, growth-oriented policies to remove the structural

causes of macroeconomic imbalances, to improve the efficient use of

resources in the public and private sectors, to strengthen

institutional capacities, and to increase saving and investment. They

include trade policies, sectoral policies such as industry, energy and

agriculture, financial sector policy, rationalization of government

finance and administration, public enterprise reforms and social

policy reforms.

The same study (World Bank, 1990) shows, based on an

analysis of 183 SALs and SECALs to 61 developing countries (a total
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of 7,723 policy actions were considered in all), that supply-side,

growth oriented policies account on average for over 80 percent of

conditions in the Loan Agreements. And for the EIAL (Early

Intensive Adjustment Lending) countries--countries that have

received two SALs or three adjustment operations or more, with the

first adjustment operation in 1985 or before--trade and agriculture

sector conditions have declined while the financial sector has become

more important mainly because depressed investment rates during

the adjustment process necessitated reform of the financial sector.

The trade sector accounted for 26%, on average, for 1979-85 but II %

for 1989. The agricultural sector accounted for 25%, on average, for

1979-85 but 12% for ]989. In contrast, the financial sector

accounted for only 3%, on average, for 1979-1985 but 18% for 1989

(Table 3.2).

Another study (Mosley et at. 1991) shows the high percentage

of SALs that included conditions related to nineteen typical policy

measures (Table 3.3). The average SAL had conditions in ten of these

nineteen policy reform areas, and a particular SAL could have as

many as one hundred separate policy conditions. Once an SAL was

being negotiated, a temptation existed for each different division of

the Bank to add some extra conditions that related to their own areas

of current policy concern. The SAL often became a "Christmas tree"

decorated with enough conditions to please every one.

As for macroeconomic policy, the Bank consults regularly with

the IMF and usually has refrained from adjustment lending if a

country with macroeconomic instability does not have a concurrent

stabilization program supported by the IMF. Over four-fifths of the
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SALs and 'about three fifths of the SECALs were made to countries

with an IMF agreement at the time of Board presentation-- a

standby agreement, an extended Fund-facility, a SAF (Structural

Adjustment Facility), or an ESAF (Extended SAF) (World bank 1990,

pp47). The Bank claims, however, that it needs to have its own

macroeconomic evaluation of recipient countries because there could

be a case where the IMF agreement is cancelled during the Bank

operation. A sample of an SAL is shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.2

Distribution of Loan Agreement Conditions

39

All
(%) countries 79-89

1. Supply-side, growth
-oriented policies 8 5
Trade policies 16
Sectoral policies 2 8

Industry 4
Energy 6
Agricultural 1 7

Financial sector 10
Rationalization of gov't
finance & administration 7
Public enterprise reforms16

Social policy reforms 4
Others 4

EIAL countries
~85 86-8

88 88
26 17

36 21
6 4
5 4
25 13

3 14

8 6

14 21

1 2
1 2

89

88

1 1

1 1
7
24
J 2

18

5
6

2
2

2. Absorption reduction
policies 12

Fiscal policy 9
Monetary policy (Target) 2

3. Switching policies 3
Exchange rate 2
Wage policy 2

1 1

9

1

1

1

o

10

9
1

2
2

1

9

7

3

3

2
1

Total 100 100 100 100

(Source) World Bank(1990), p.pAl, Table 4.1.
(Note) Based on 183 SALs and 61 SECALs to 61 countries. A total of
7,723 actions were considered in all. Year refers to fiscal year of
Board approval.
EIAL=Early Intensive Adjustment Countries: countries that have
received two SALs or three Adjustment Operations or more, with the
first adjustment operation in 1985 or before.



Measure

Table 3.3
Types of Policy Measure Requested in Return for SAL Finance,1980-6

Percentage of SALs subject
to conditions in this area

40

Trade policy:
Remove import quotas
Cut tariffs
Improve export incentives.etc

57
24
76

Resource mobilization:
Reform budget or taxes 7 0
Reform interest rate policy 49
Strengthen management of external borrowing 49
Improve financial performance of public enterprise 73

Efficient use of resources:
Revise priorities of public investment program 59
Revise agricultural prices 73
Dissolve or reduce powers of state marketing boards 14
Reduce or eliminate some agricultural import subsidies 27
Revise energy prices 49
Introduce energy-conservation measures 3 5
Develop indigenous energy sources 24
Revise industry incentive system 68

Institutional reforms:
Strengthen capacity to formulate and implement

public investment program 86
Increase efficiency of public enterprises 57
Improve 'support for agriculture (marketing, etc.) 57
Improve support for industry and subsectors

(including price controls) 49

(Source) Mosley et at. (1991), p.44, Table 2.3



Table 3.4
A Sample Structural Adjustment

(dated February 1987)

Structural Conditions of
Issues Board presentation
MACROOCONOMIC ANDEXPORT PROMOTION

Lending Agreement

Prior to second
tranche disbursement

41

Maintain
competitiveness of
exports. especially
Don-traditional
exports.

Promote non
traditional exports
to continue efforts
of diversification.

Offset disadvantage
of tariff system for
exports

Maintain Copper
Stabilization Fund.

Continue present
policy of nominal
adjustments in the
exchange rate to
maintain the real
effective exchange
rate.

Modify incentive
framework if non
traditional exports
are projected to
grow by less than
6% in real terms in
1987.

Revise Decree Laws
1226 and 409 to
expand tariff rebate
system to include
indirect exporters in
drawback system.

Strengthen Copper
Stabilization Fund
in 1988 by
narrowing bands
that activate fund
and substitute
quarterly for
annual averaging.

Continue present
policy of regular
adjustments in the
nominal exchange
to maintain the
real effective
exchange rate.

Modify incentive
framework if non
traditional exports
are projected to
grow by less than
7% in real terms in
1988.

Evidence that
program of
external financing
will continue to be
adequate.

(To be continued to the next page.)



Table 3.4 (Continued)
A Sample Structural Adjustment Lending Agreement

(dated February 1987)

42

Structural
Issues

Conditions of
Board presentation

Promote non
traditional exports
by establishing legal
framework for
export credit
insurance system
and partial
guarantees for small
exporters.

Prior to second
tranche disbursement

PUBUC FINANCE AND INVESTMENf
Increase the Increase public
contribution of the savings to a
public sector to projected 4.8% of
domestic savings. GOP in 1987.

Maintain
performance of
overall public sector
consistent with
sustainable growth.

Increase public
savings to a
projected 5.0% of
GDP in 1988.

Maintain current
program of
public expenditure
restraint to limit
overall deficit of
non-financial
public sector to
1.6% of GDP for
1987 and less for
1988.

Improve social
returns to public
investment

Prepare an investment
program with
investment levels of
7.5% of GDP in 1988
consistent with
sustainable increases
in overall investment.

Prepare a public
investment
program for
the years 1988-90.
including
investment of 7.5%
of GDP in 1988~

review with the
Bank the execution
of the 1987 and
1988 public
investment
program.

(To be continued to the next page.)



Table 3.4 (Continued)
A Sample Structural Adjustment Lending Agreement

(dated February 1987)

43

Structural
Issues
FINANCIAL SYSTEM
Continue
rehabilitaion of the
banking system.

Improve efficiency
of intermediation in
long-term financial
markets, enhance
security of pension
funds, and develop
capital markets.

Conditions of
Board presentation

Continue banking
sector rehabilitaion,
augmenting monitoring,
and improving public
disclosure of deposit
limits.

Amend DL 3500 to
permit enhanced
participation of pension
funds in equity markets.

Strengthen regulation of
insurance companies
and mutual funds with
prudent portfolio
guidelines for diversification
and limits to related-
party investments.

Prior to second
tranche disbursement

Complete a study
of banking sector
efficiency and
competition.

Modify tax law to
encourage equity
investments and
reduce stamp tax
from 2.4% to 1.2%.

Create more
flexible system of
risk classification
for securities to
stimulate capital
markets.

(Source) Mosley et al. (1991), p.56-60, extracted from Appendix to
Chapter 2.
(Note) tranche means slice of a given loan.



Imptemenra tion

Disbursement of adjustment lending is subject to progress on

the implementation of conditions, as was seen in Table 3.4. Thus,

failing to meet conditions leads to cancellation or revision of the loan

agreement.

According to the same study, based on the tranche (slice of a

given loan) release document with supplemental information from

loan supervision reports and discussions with operational staff, from

all conditions in the legal agreements for adjustment programs in the

sample covering all 1980s, the overwhelming majority (84%) were

implemented, as originally written, at least substantially by the time

of final tranche release, and 66% were implemented fully or more

than fully (Table 3.5). It also shows that loans over the 1980s to

countries with stable or improving external circumstances during the

loan period had higher average implementation rates than loans to

countries with major negative shocks. That is, for loans to countries

with negative terms of trade and interest rate shocks in excess of 5%

of GDP per year only 74% of conditions were implemented at least

substantially, while the implementation rate averaged 89% with

positive shocks exceeding 5% of GDP. Other findings are that

implementation rates increased during 1980s and macroeconomic

stability was associated with improved implementation.

Another important point is that programs have been better

implemented where government is considered to have been

competent. That is, among the most successful adjustment countries

(Chile, Korea, Thailand, and Turkey), substantial progress was

possible from the inception because governments had their own
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ongoing 'programs and medium-term framework (World Bank 1988,

p65).

Lastly, it should be noted that since policy change is continuous

and many institutional reforms can be implemented only with a lag,

the reforms supported by adjustment lending continue after loan

disbursement ceases (World Bank 1988, p62).
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Table 3.5

Implementation of Conditions

46

Fully
(%) implemented

1. Supply-side, growth
oriented policies
Trade policies 6 2
Sectoral policies

Industry 72
Energy 69
Agricultural 62

Financial sector 73
Rationalization of gov't

finance & administration 6 3
Public enterprise reforms 66

Social policy reforms 5 9

2. Absorption reduction policies
Fiscal policy 7 4
Monetary policy (Target) 6 7

3. Switching policies
Exchange rate 7 5

Wage policy 4 5
Total (Loan agreement

conditions) 66

At least substantially
implemented

85

92

80
81

89

8 ]

80
91

82
83

85
91

84

(Source) World Bank (1990), p.p.44, Table 4.3.
(Note) Based on 97 SALs and SECALs in 32 countries. The sources of
information on implementation were mainly supervision reports,
tranche release documents, and where available, Project Completion
Reports and Program Performance Audit Reports. The data on
implementation indicates the extent to which a condition or action
was fulfilled at final tranche release. A total of 1,015 legal conditions
were graded on implementation.



3,4 A Case of Adjustment Lending: Morocco

Now we will take a look at Morocco's IMF-WB concurrent

operation and its consequences, so that we can get a concrete image

of adjustment lending and know what's going on in reality. The

material here comes from Mosley et aI. (1991, p.252-258).

As in other developing countries, the story begins with the

sharp rise in price of an export commodity--phosphate, in the case of

Morocco. As the tripling of prices of phosphate in real terms in 1974

produced a revenue surplus, the government embarked on an

ambitious spending program and hence real public investment was

multiplied by a factor of 3.4 from 1974 to 1977. Civil servants'

wages were raised by 26% in 1974 and basic food subsidies were

introduced in 1974. Prices increased faster for non-tradable goods

than for tradable goods and production switched from exports to

domestic demand. In 1976, however, the export boom abruptly

ended with a 47% fall in phosphate prices, which led to the huge

fiscal deficit (18% of GDP in 1976) because revenue collapsed, while

no diminution of public expenditure was taken.

After 1976, fiscal revenues practically remained at the same

level as public current expenditures, so that ali incremental public

capital expenditures were financed by borrowing from abroad. In

1979, the government's efforts at adjustment, including a civil

servants' wage freeze, a rise in tax rates, and a cut in public

investment were interrupted by the second oil shock, bad crops due

to a drought, and a social uprising. The second attempt at

adjustment, in 1980, taken together with the IMF, was also
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interrupted because a 50% increase in food prices due to reductions

in subsidies led to violent riots in Casablanca in 1981.

Morocco's growth between 1976 and 1983 was therefore

achieved at the cost of widening imbalances. Over that period, the

fiscal deficit fluctuated between 10 and 17% of GDP, whereas the

current account deficit varied between 8 and 16% of GDP. This deficit

was financed by the foreign debt, which rose from $2.3 billion in

1976 to $11.2 billion in 1983. The debt service/exports ratio reached

45% in 1982. In 1983 foreign exchange reserves had almost vanished

and the government imposed drastic import control. This crisis led to

the negotiation of an adjustment program with the IMF and the

World Bank.

This new adjustment programme involved two sets of

measures:

(1) measures aiming at a sharp reduction in total demand (as defined

in the stand-by agreement with the IMF signed in September 1983).

(2) medium-term supply-oriented measures included in the two

Industrial and Trade Policy Loan Agreements with the World bank in

March 1984 and July 1985.

The conditionality attached to the IMF-WB operation is

summarized in Table 3.6.

Wages of civil servants were frozen and recruitment into the

service was limited to 10,000 employees per annum for three years.

Food subsidies were reduced so that sugar, oil and flour prices went

up by 30, 52 and 87% respectively between 1982 to 1985. Other food
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Table 3.6
Morocco: Conditionality attached to IMF-WB concurrent operation

(IMF stand-by in 1983, WB industrial and trade policy
adjustment loan in 1984, 85)
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Policy area
IMF
Fiscal policy

Monetary policy

World Bank
Reform of protection

Tariff reform

Exchange rate
policy.
Export promotion

Foreign trade

Public investment
programme and
public enterprises

Conditionality

Reduction in food subsidies.
Bringing the fiscal deficit down to 7 or 8% of
GDP, from 14% in 1982.
Limiting public sector recruitment.
Reduction in the rate of domestic credit
expansion from 20 to 15%.

Reduction of special import tax from 15% to
5%.
Elimination of import licensing requirements
on an agreed list of products.
Reduction of maximum normal tariff ceiling
from 200% to 45%.
Maintenance of a flexible exchange rate

Elimination of special export tax.
Elimination of export licensing requirements
on virtually all products.
Completion of a study on export marketing of
fresh fruits and vegetables.
Rationalization of special customs regime.
Creation of a committee for the simplification
of procedures foreign trade procedures.
Introduction of new investment budgetary
techniques to keep commitments in line with
available resources.
Updating of arrears matrix for public
enterprises, preparation of arrears reduction
program and reduction of net government
arrears by DH(Dirhams) 1 billion.

(To be continued to the next page.)



Table 3.6 (Continued)

Morocco: Conditionality attached to IMF-WB concurrent operation
(IMF stand-by in 1983, WB industrial and trade policy
adjustment loan in 1984, 85)

50

Policy area

Tax reform

Price controls

Interest rates

Development of
money market

Efficiency of the
banking sector
Foreign exchange
risk

Conditionality
Approval of enabling legislation to
rationalize existing sales tax (TPS) and
elimination of anti-export bias.
Liberalization of price controls on 60 product
categories.
Increased flexibility in establishing interest
rates at levels dictated by market forces.
Increased competition between Treasury and
their borrowers for available supply of
loanable funds.
Promotion of a more competitive interbank
environment
Establishment of a foreign exchange risk
scheme.

(Source) Mosley et al.(1991), p.254 and p.255, Table 8.3.



subsidies (butter, milk, high quality flour) were fully eliminated.

Public investment fell by half in real terms between 1983 and J986.

The current account deficit was reduced through 23% depreciation of

the effective real exchange rate between 1982 and 1986.

Supply-side measures consisted of a whole package of

measures meant to liberalize external trade and several measures in

the monetary and tax fields. Measures intended to promote exports

included elimination of export taxes, export licensing, and the

monopoly of the state marketing board, and improvement of the

customs service. On the import side, the system of high tariffs and

quantitative restrictions, which had isolated the Moroccan market

from the rest of the world, was lifted.

Other measures were meant to improve the efficiency of the

tax system and encourage savings and production. Reform of the tax

system included replacing sales tax with VAT. Financial system

reforms included suppression of reserve requirements on time

deposits, extension of access to Treasury bonds to the non-financial

private sector and raising nominal interest rates so that real interest

rates became positive.

Liberalization of prices were meant to encourage output

increases in both agriculture and manufacturing. Several attempts

were also made at improving the efficiency of the public sector.

As of 1986, the results of the program can be summarized in

three points:

(1) satisfactory growth performance, although this was partly due to

favorable exogenous factors (the uncommon rains produced a 17 per

cent boom in agriculture during 1985-86) ;
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(2) a reduction of the fiscal deficit, that was in fact more apparent

than real;

(3) a significant reduction of the external deficit, thanks to export

growth and a successful trade liberalization.

Trade reform, therefore, appears as a genuine success. The

revenue surplus in foreign currency resulting from the reform

exceeded by far the repayment of the loan.

But with half of the growth in GDP coming from agriculture, it

is clear that without the climatic advantage, the GDP growth rate

would have been less than 2.5%, which would have implied a small

decrease in GDP per capita.
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3.5 Summary of Recent Evaluation Studies

Although evaluation studies have covered many aspects of

adjustment lending, we concentrate on the statistical investigation of

the effect of adjustment lending on aggregate economic performance.

The major findings are as follows.

Details of the statistical methodology used in each study, such

as model specification, are not provided here but do appear in

Appendices Band C which discuss the evolution of methodology for

measuring the effect of financial aid (both conventional aid and

adjustment lending) and the development of the empirical model

that is adopted in Chapter 5.

World Bank (1988)

Adjustment lending was moderately successful in improving

aggregate economic performance. Despite receiving more serious

shocks, the 30 countries that received adjustment loans before 1985

performed better on average than the 63 that did not: that is, the

average improvements in growth and the resource balance were

greater for those countries. The comparison is based on the changes

in results between the three-year periods before and after the first

adjustment. The performance was even better in the 12 countries

with three or more adjustment loans before 1987 and in countries

that were substantial exporters of manufactured goods. Adjustment

lending appeared to have been relatively less successful in the highly

indebted countries and in Sub-Saharan Africa. The report cautioned,

however, that the conclusions were tentative, because it was difficult

to isolate the effects of adjustment lending from the effects of initial
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conditions and external shocks (World Bank 1990, pp2). They used

only descriptive statistics in the analysis.

World Bank (1990)

This is the follow-up study to the one mentioned above.

Econometric technique was utilized for the same purpose and then

the analysis was made more sophisticated. Countries adopting

adjustment programs have, on average, grown faster than other

countries. After taking account of the effects of initial conditions,

external shocks, and the amount of external financing, the countries

that entered full-fledged adjustment programs (EIAL countries) had

a larger increase in the average rate of GDP growth than other

counties. Exports and domestic saving expressed as share of GDP

have increased substantially in the EIAL countries, both before and

after controlling for factors. Controlling these same factors,

investment fell on average as a share of GOP in the EIAL countries.

The number of countries analyzed is 78, of which 25 are EIAL, 25 are

GAL (Other Adjustment Lending Countries), and 28 are NAL (No

Adjustment Lending Countries). Performance during 1985-88 was

compared with performance during 1970-80 and 1981-84. The

major statistical result is shown in Table 3.7. For example, we can

see that comparing performance during 1985-88 with that during

1981-84, making adjustments for the effect of initial conditions, the

severity of external shocks, and other nonprogram factors,

adjustment programs for the EIAL countries are estimated to have

boosted GDP growth by close to two percentage points.
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Table 3.7

Effectiveness of Adjustment Lending (WB)

55

Periodl
dependent
variable

Change in Change in Change in Change in
GDP growth I1GDP S/GDP EX/GDP
rate (%) (%) (%) (%)

Current prices
1985-88

with
1970=80

1985-88
with

]98]-84

Constant prices
1985-88

with
]970-80

1985-88
with

1981-84

1.3

2.0*

1.0

1.9*

-4.1 **

0.5

-5.6**

-0.1

4.0*

4.2**

2.0

5.8**

6.4**

5.0*

1.2

2.3

(Source) World Bank (1990), p.p.18, Table 2.7.
(Note) I: investment, S: domestic saving, EX: export. GDP growth rate
is measured at constant prices in both cases hut the estimation
procedure requires the use of lagged values of all the performance
indicators and that is the reason for slightly different estimation of
the effect of programs on rate of growth of GDP in the top and
bottom of the table. Specification is shown in Appendix B (p.149
150).
* = Statistically significant at the 10% level.
** = Statistically significant at the 5% level.



Faini et 'al, (1991)

This study applied almost the same methodology for a larger

number of countries (93), made different years of comparison (1978

81 and 1982-86), and got the opposite result: that participation in

IMF-WB programs does not appear to affect output growth in a

significant manner (Table 3.8). They also found that adjustment

lending is positively correlated with the current account

performance. As for the discouraging growth performance, they give

two cautions. First, the effects of IMF-WB programs may not have

had the time to appear as their data are only up until 1986. Second,

the estimate of the dummy variable (with 1 if participating in IMF

and/or WB adjustment programs) does not recognize the fact that the

choice of a country to participate in a program is itself endogenous so

that their method of direct estimation of parameters suffers from

self-selection bias. (This problem was accounted for in the above WB

study (1990), which showed a statistically significant effect.) They

claim that the results suggest both a sensitivity of results to the

methodology used and the periods over which comparison is made

and a need to include a long enough period to allow for program

effects to appear in the data. And it is concluded that the evidence on

whether the growth-oriented adjustment programs of 1980s helped

recipient countries achieve higher growth and improved efficiency is

still inconclusive.

They also tried to evaluate whether adjustment lending raised

the marginal efficiency of investments in the private sector through

reforms in the system of production and investment incentives, and.

in the public sector, through rationalization of public investments,
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Table 3.8

Performance under Adjustment Lending (Faini et al.)

Independent
Variable dY d(I1Y) dP dCA

Y.-I -0.577 0.246 -0.146 0.395
(-6.32) (1.57) (-0.60) (3.00)

I1Y.-I 0.006 -0.295 -0.072 0.133
(0.17) (-4.51) (-0.70) (3.07)

CA.-l -0.134 0.279 -0.151 -0.49
(-2.68) (2.61) (-0.95) ( -6.55)

P.-l 0.010 -0.047 0.077 0.026
(0.46) (-2.65) (0.58) (1.87)

SH -0.069 -0.049 0.14 -0.056
(-2.06) (-0.56) (0.98) ( -0.84)

-0.001 -0.006 0.008 0.034
(-0.19) (-0.68) (0.43) (4.83)

F 28.15 10.81 1.42 13.60

NOBS 79 80 79 80

(Source) Faini et al, (1991), p.p.961, Table 3.
(Note) The constant term is omitted from the results, and the t
statstics are in parentheses. All variables are average values over
1982-86. All lagged values are average values over 1978-81. Y=real
GDP growth; Ieinvestment; CA=current account; Peeinflation rate;
SH=external shock estimate (interest and terms of trade);
CON=dummy variable with value 1 if participating in IMF andlor WB
adjustment programs; Festatistic; NOBS=number of observations used
in regression. "d" refers to a difference between the "post" and "pre"
adjustment periods. "-1" refers to the "pre" adjustment periods.



The specification is the following.

A.Yij=aOj+A.xjUi+SHiU2j+CONU3j+Eij

where iecountry
jeindicator
x=a vector of autonomous policy

And we assume
A.xi=YOi-YiiYi-l +l;ij

By substituting this into the first equation, we get
A.Yij=~oj+(yj_l )~ij+SHi~2j+CON~3j+9 ij
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but failed to do so, mainly due to the lack of an appropriate model.

As mentioned in the Chapter 1, this is the main problem to be

investigated in this dissertation. Our methodology and estimation

appear in Chapter 5.

Lastly, they estimated output loss caused by lower aggregate

investment levels during the period of adjustment lending, using a

simple aggregate growth model in which the only binding factor for

output is capital.

Mosley et al. (1991)

This study estimated a variant of the fundamental Harrod

Domar growth relationship, using cross-section and time-series data

from nineteen SAL recipient countries over 1980-86. However, they

adopted simple ordinary least squares regression, which could

provide a biased estimator in the case of panel data. The uniqueness

of this study is that it explicitly divides the effects of SAL into the

effects of the loan itself (Bank finance) and those from compliance

with conditionality (Bank conditions).

They conclude that SAL has a positive effect on GDP growth

rates which emerges most strongly in the year after policy

implementation, whilst the inflow of finance provided by the

program loans has an unexpected negative impact on GDP growth in

the year following disbursement. When these two effects are taken

together, the overall impact of program lending on GDP growth rates

is positive, but very weak. (See Table 3.9.)
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Bank finance

Table 3.9
Net Impact of Bank Program Loans on GDP Growth Rates

(Mosley et al.)

Bank conditjons Net effect

60

+

-?

All countries t 0.03
(0.05)

t-l -1.85*
(-2.54)

t-2 0.98
( 1.30)

0.23 +
(0.53)
1.35**
(2.87)
0.23
(0.52)

Sub-Saharan t -1.47 0.16
countries (-1.33) (0.16)

t-l -0.87 2.13*
(-0.72) (2.03)

t-2 1.55 -0.34
(0.89) (-0.30)

Middle-Income t -0.21 0.08
countries (-0.30) (0.18)

t-I -2.86** 1.32*
(-3.26) (2.47)

t-2 1.27 0.35
( 1.57) (0.70)

-?

+?

+?

-?

-?

+

(Source) Mosley et a1.(1991), vol.I, Table 7.1-7.4
(Note) ** denotes significance of a coefficient at the 1% level and * at
the 5% level. The figure in each cell is the value of the coefficient
produced by the estimation and t-statistics is shown in the
parentheses. Where the two coefficients possess the same sign, the
net effect can be unambiguously classified as positive or negative.
Where the two coefficient have opposite signs, we have tentatively
ascribed the sign of the larger of the two coefficient to the net effect.

t-I, t-2 denotes one and two year lag. Variable' 'of Bank
condition is index of compliance with conditional policy reforms
attached to program loans, based on Bank's documents and the
authors' own subjective estimates.

----- ----



The specification is the following:

gGDPt=constant+a1IMFt+a2SALt+a3SALt-l+114SA.Lt_2
+asINVt+3(;CIt+a7CIt-l+asCIt-2+C19Wt

+alOTaI't+al1gEXt
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where gGDP=growth rate of GOP
IMF=drawings of IMF finance as a percentage of

GDP
SAL=SAL and SECAL finance as a percantage of GDP

(=Bank Finance)
INV=investment as a share of GOP
Clecompliance index on SAL policy conditions

(=Bank Conditions)
W=weather index
TO'Teterms of trade
gEX=growth rate of export values



As for the' strong result of a positive effect from compliance to

conditionality, however, we must notice that they did not control for

the voluntary policy reform factor, as did the two studies above.

The following three studies do not deal with the World Bank's

adjustment lending and hence are not directly related to this study,

but we will review them because they provide useful information for

our purposes.

Khan (1990)

This study deals with evaluation of the IMFs adjustment

program in a similar fashion. The observation, however, is huge

(1,104) because they used cross-section and time-series data (69

countries and 16 years: 1973-88) and made one or two year

comparisons during that period. They found that in the short run

(one year comparison) programs have led to an improvement in the

current account and the balance of payments, a lowering of inflation,

and a decline in growth. In the longer run (two year comparison) the

positive effects of programs on the external balance and inflation are

strengthened, and the adverse growth effects reduced.

Singh (1985)

This study deals with the effect of state intervention in general,

instead of focusing on adjustment lending. A unique finding is that

state intervention significantly reduced a country's rate of economic

growth, other things constant. As a variable of state intervention, he

made a state intervention score indicating the nation's economic

policy, comprised of the general state role in industry and the
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nationalization policy. He explains that the general state role in

industry was given an index number which ranged from a nation

with a liberal, restricted state role (smallest number) to a nation with

a state planned economy (largest number). Similarly the

nationalization policy was scaled. In this one the lowest number was

assigned to a nation which had made no mention of nationalization

nor provided for it by law. The highest number went to a nation

which had nationalization without compensation. The sum of these

assigned numbers constituted the general state intervention

indicator index.

World Bank (1991)

The 1991 issue of the World Development Report provides

empirical evidence that the rate of return on individual investment

projects financed by the Bank and the IFC (International Finance

Corporation) is closely related to the progress in structural

adjustment of the recipient countries. This is eventually a

microeconomic approach to the same problem our study will deal

with--whether or not possible supply enhancement effects of aid

have been augmented by the conditionality of adjustment lending.

World Bank and IFC projects are evaluated after their

completion using standard cost-benefit methods. For 1,200 of these

projects implemented during the past twenty years-economic rates

of return (ERRs), which measure the contribution of the project to the

economy, have been compared with various indexes of market

distortion such as trade restrictiveness, foreign exchange premiums,

real interest rates, and the fiscal deficit.
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By every measure, ERRs are highest in undistorted markets,

and lowest in distorted markets. Projects implemented in an

undistorted policy climate can have, on average, an ERR that is at

least 5 percentage points higher than in a distorted climate. They say

a difference in the ERR of 5%, if achieved across the economy, would

translate into a difference in annual rate of GDP growth per capita of

more than I% every year.

The same study shows that there is a general statistical

association between less intervention and lower price distortion on

the one hand and higher productivity growth on the other. And there

is considerable variation in country experience--hence the dispersion

of points around the general trends. Productivity growth is an

unexpected residual of GDP growth, after controlling for input growth

and country effects. (Detailed statistics are not available. Figure5.2 on

p.IOO only.), The perspective of the study is very similar to this

dissertation.

3.6 Relationship with Bilateral Aid

Lastly, we mention the importance of adjustment lending to

bilateral aid.

Except for bilateral aid that is initiated for political reasons, the

economic effectiveness of aid is crucial not only to recipients but also

to donors because ODA (official development assistance) is primarily

financed by through taxes. Although aid's effectiveness is influenced

by several conditions, such as changes in the international economic

environment, the economic policies of recipient countries, both
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domestic and international, can be considered partly to blame where

aid is ineffective.

Since adjustment lending covers basic and crucial policy

matters, interest of bilateral donors is closely related to the

implementation of adjustment lending. Meanwhile, bilateral donors

have some difficulty of imposing their own conditionality due to lack

of technical or physical capabilities and fears that it might cause

diplomatic disputes such as "interfering in domestic affairs." In this

sense, the coordination between bilateral and multilateral donors,

including making a consensus on desirable conditionality in

development strategy, has been increasingly important.

Moreover, it has been the case that to try to assure adequate

total external financing for the adjustment programs that the Bank

supports, and to share the risk burden of lending to countries

without voluntary access to commercial lending, the Bank plays a

major role in mobilizing and coordinating aid and official lending

flows to individual countries (WB 1990, pp65).
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CHAPfER4

THEOREI1CAL ASPECTS OFADJUSTMENf LENDING

4.1 Introduction

This chapter analyses the theoretical aspects of adjustment

lending. Since the World Bank and IMF have never explained .the

underlying theoretical model formally, the literature on that subject

will be surveyed and tied together.

The chapter consists of four parts. The first part discusses

adjustment lending within the context of the historical evolution of

development strategy. The second and third parts discuss the short

term and long-term strategy of adjustment lending and its rationale,

respectively. The Salter-Swan model and the Neoclassical Growth

model, with some recent discussion of unbounded growth, will be

introduced in those discussions. Detailed discussion of individual

policy fields such as trade. policy, financial sector reform, and

privatization is beyond the scope of this study and thus will not be

provided. The last part deals with relationship between adjustment

lending and the current discussion of pro-market interventionism.

4.2 Adjustment I&nding and the Evolution of Development

Strategy

Before discussing theoretical aspects of both short-term and

long-term strategy, we take a look at adjustment lending in the

context of the evolution of development strategy.

As is widely known, the general strategy of adjustment lending

is "getting the prices right." Although this might sound natural for
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development economists today, this approach does not have a long

history and only became prevalent in the 1980s. Thus, it is useful to

review how development economists arrived at this sort of thinking

through experience and theoretical exercises. We summarize the

discussion in Krueger et ale (1989) and World Bank (1991) for that

purpose.

Although many observers have commented on, for example,

the needs for public health, education, and technical assistance in

developing countries, emphasis was placed on two factors as

primarily responsible for low incomes: (1) the very low capital stock

per person and (2) what were widely believed to be significant

"market failures." The explanation of underdevelopment as the result

of a vicious circle in which low incomes led to low savings, which led

to low rates to capital formulation and small amounts of capital for

each person to work with and hence low productivity, which in turn

kept incomes low, generated a policy prescription: find the means to

raise the rate of capital accumulation. This prescription was

reinforced by the idea of "disguised unemployment," which held that

a significant segment of the labor force in developing countries was

idle. "Structural transformation" from rural-agricultural to urban

industrial activities became a general strategy.

Given such a view of the development process, the question

was bow it could be achieved. This brought into focus the second

factor thought to be responsible for low incomes, namely, that many

more significant market failures occur in developing countries than

in developed countries. This W~ based in part on the belief in the

existence of disguised unemployment and in part on the belief that
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in most developing countries the majority of the poor follow

traditional patterns of behavior and are unresponsive to incentives.

The existence of powerful economic agents such as landlords,

moneylenders, and monopsonistic traders, and the "elasticity

pessimism" associated with international trade were also cited as

factors of market failure.

Therefore, if accelerated capital accumulation is thought to lead

to the structural transformation that is the essence of development,

and markets can not be relied on to function well enough to do the

job, then the policy prescription seems to be straightforward:

government must become a major actor in the economy. In aid

policy, then, securing necessary amount of capital through official

lending was emphasized. The early success in the Soviet Union and

the Keynesian revolution had provided some background for such

thinking.

In the 196Os, however, a number of problems arose and

several new ideas came out:

(1) One can not simply "transfer resources out of agriculture

and into industry." Evidence had mounted that the neglect of

agricultural production could severely constrain development.

(2) Employment issues are at once different from previously

considered and somewhat less readily amenable to quick resolution

by govemment policy. Thus, capital accumulation alone could not

increase employment or living standards for most of the population.

(3) The belief in structural rigidities was questioned, typically

in the case of Latin America's inflation.
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(4) When country after country encountered balance of

payments difficulties, a model of growth was formulated in which

foreign exchange, alongside capital, was seen as a scarce factor in

development.

These considerations were recognized in the formulation of aid

policy, too.

More importantly, however, the thrust of development

economics ever since has been the recognition that private behavior

is much more rational and responsive to the incentives in the

economic environment than was earlier thought.

Almost all development economists in 19SOs instinctively

ascribed the failure of markets to function to irrational behavior of

one sort or another. In contrast, the development economist of the

1980s is far more likely to inquire why people are behaving as they

are, on the assumption that their behavior is most likely a rational

response to current incentives.

This change draws on the following interrelated advances in

the understanding of the development process:

(1) the development of the theory of human capital provides

an economic rationale for various phenomena such as low levels of

literacy, short life expectancies, poor health and rapid population

growth rates, that were previously regarded as "cultural;"

(2) the mounting evidence that peasant responses to market

incentives and technical opportunities are more significant than had

been anticipated;
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(3) the response of entrepreneurs to incentives for

industrialization in country after country has eroded the belief in

lack of entrepreneurship;

(4) if technical change is to become an efficient use source of

new income streams, the new technology must be consistent with the

factor endowments in the country or region in which it will be used;

(5) institutional innovation also represents an important source

of new income streams;

(6) the development of the economics of information reveals

that the apparent anomalies of interconnected factor markets can in

fact be efficient market responses to the costs of acquiring

information; thus tenancy and sharecropping, which earlier had

appeared to be inefficient and hence probably irrational traditional

arrangements, may be rational responses to the difficulties

associated with the high costs of obtaining information or the lack of

it; and

(7) experience with alternative trade regimes indicates that

"elasticity pessimism" is unfounded, and slow export growth is

attributable more to supply difficulties than to foreign demand.

Articulation of the concept of the effective rate of protection and

empirical estimates of high and variable rates of protection in a large

number of developing countries demonstrated that highly protected

industries are high-cost and inefficient and that growth based on

them can not long be sustained.

Having reached these thoughts, what is needed is to change the

current incentives so that the rationally behaving economic agents

can get greatest outcomes out of their endowments.
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Government failure has been also recognized as one factor to be

blamed for bad development performance. Typical examples are the

economics of rent-seeking and the idea of "directly unproductive

activities" where protectionism produces far more burden than

previously recognized as its cost, mainly due to the "iron triangle"

among privileged groups, beaurocrats, and legislatures. The

economics of information provides the rationale for imperfect

government as it does with the private sector.

Under these circumstances, the main changes in development

strategy have been a transition from "state intervention internally

and protectionism externally" to "market-friendly and outward

oriented" approach. Urgent needs for policy responses to historical

events such as the two oil shocks, the subsequent debt crisis, and the

world recession also contributed the change.

Successful adjustment lending worked as a catalyst for such a

transformation by imposing conditions based on market-oriented

policy reforms where such policy changes usually faced resistance

from parties with vested interests in the current system.

Although cases of failure are reported, adjustment lending is

considered to have been effective and is supposed to continue to be

effective during the 1990s, especially for post-communist countries'

transition to market economies, where the usual prescriptions do not

necessarily hold because of the lack of a market at the beginning.

Hereafter we discuss the strategy of adjustment lending

through a filter of economic theory.
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4.3 Short -Term Strategy and Its Rationale

Of the three policy areas of adjustment lending which were

shown in Chapter 3, we will discuss the first two, absorption

reduction policies and switching policies, here and the third one,

supply-side, growth-oriented policies, in the next section. The

former are associated with macroeconomic policies and the latter is

related to microeconomic policy. The objective of macroeconomic

policy is primarily to restore both internal and external balances so

that the economy can maintain sustainable growth. The purpose of

microeconomic policy is to achieve higher growth by enhancing

saving and investment as well as increasing efficiency given same

saving and investment.

Although there are several theoretical frameworks available

for our purpose, a standard framework for analyzing the effect of the

former type of policies is the two-sector dependent economy model

with exogenous terms of trade (Faini and Melo 1990, pp.496). This

model, in its modem form, originates with papers by Salter (1959)

and Swan (1960) (IMP 1987, pp.6).

We follow Corden's presentation (Corden 1985, pp.7-21)

hereafter for convenience.

(1) The major assumptions are:

-a small country (given export and import prices in dollar terms,

hence terms of trade are constant.)

-two goods-stradables and non-tradables

-no private international capital movements

-downward rigidity of prices of non-tradable goods

-a fixed exchange rate
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(2) The initial conditions are:

-running a deficit in the current account (the reserves

decline). This is a typical situation for recipients of

adjustment lending. A budget deficit, which also shows up in

cases like this, is not explicitly dealt with in the model.

-the market is cleared in the non-tradable sector (full employment

in the whole economy)

(3) The policy targets are:

-attaining both internal and external balances

(where internal balance = market clearing in the non-tradables

and external balance = current account balance)

(4)Policy Instruments are:

-absorption policy; fiscal and/or monetary policy

-switching policy; exchange rate policy, wage policy and so on

(This could also have absorption effects such as the Laursen

Metzler effect.)

Under these circumstances, the model works in the following

way. In Figure 4-1, tradables are shown on the vertical axis and non

tradables on the horizontal axis. IT' is the full employment

transformation curve. Initially production is at the point B.

determined by the slope of the line O'G, which indicates the initial

price ratio. Income measured in non tradables is OG. Initial

expenditure measured in terms of non tradables is OH and the initial

absorption point is D. Thus expenditure exceeds income by GH. The
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• ~ 0.

indifference curve tangential to H'H at D represents a constant level

of real absorption. Demand and supply for non-tradables are equal.

But demand for tradables exceeds their supply by BD, this being the

initial balance of payments deficit.

If expenditure is reduced but price ratio is kept unchanged. the

absorption point will move down OZ towards 0, the curve OZ being a

sort of Engel curve. If expenditure were reduced to OG, it would be
t'

Figure 4.1

Absorption and Switching for Internal and External Balance:

Two-sector Small Open Economy Model

Tradables
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equal to full employment income. But there would be a residual

balance of payments deficit and excess supply of non-tradables. If

expenditure were reduced further, to OF, there would be balance of

payments equilibrium, but excess supply of non-tradables of EB. The

latter would lead to reduced production of non-tradables, and hence

unemployment, and finally the production point would be at E.

There is internal and external balance at A, where an

indifference curve is tangential to the transformation curve. JJ' is

tangential to the transformation curve at A, and its slope indicates

the price ratio appropriate to internal and external balance. A

switching policy could establish this price ratio, bringing the

absorption pattern to some point on the curve OZ', while the

appropriate absorption policy could bring the absorption point to A.

A pure switching policy would bring the absorption point to K,

which is on the same indifference curve as the initial point D. This

would yield excess demand for non-tradables of K'K, which would

raise their price, and so negate the original switching, returning

absorption to D.

The implication of the model is the following. In order to attain

the both balances we need the switching policy in favor of the

tradable sector as well as the absorption reduction policy.

Devaluation by itself can't improve the deficit at all because it

induces the price rise in the non-tradable sector. Alternatively, if the

economy starts with unemployment and the price of nontradables

does not go up so easily, there is room for devaluation to be effective.

By the way, although there is no clear objection to absorption

reduction as a prescription, except for those coming from political

-- ------------
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concerns, opinions on the effectiveness of devaluation vary among

economists.

One objection comes from possible stagflation caused by

devaluation through a rise in import prices. This is popular, and In

the case of Russia, financial aid to Ruble stabilization funds has been

discussed in this context too, although some might argue the Ruble is

undervalued with comparison to PPP (Purchasing Power Parity). In

a small country case, the higher. the weight of non-tradable sector,

the greater this concern would be because the non-tradable sector

gets an additional negative effect--wage hike pressure due to

devaluation.

The other objection is the medium-term effect of devaluation

on capital stock formulation. This reflects the fact that developing

economies are highly dependent on imported capital goods.

Devaluation discourages investment by raising the prices of those

goods. This could work against medium-term growth prospects

Empirical evidence is not conclusive and is subject to model

specification. For example, Faini and Melo (1990) found that a real

exchange rate devaluation significantly increased the relative price

of investment and the cost of capital (defined as nominal interest

rate plus depreciation rate of capital stock minus rate of price

increase of investment goods) was related to capital formation. And

they conclude that their data are at least consistent with the "new

structuralist" critique, namely that depreciation of the real exchange

rate will have some contractional effects on supply in the medium to

long term. However, they got the opposite results by estimating a

forward-looking investment decision model-san intertemporal

-. -- -------------- -------
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optimization model--in which a depreciated real exchange rate

promotes investment.

Lastly, we must note that the model above is not fine enough to

be used for examination of microeconomic policy, which is one of the

pillars of adjustment lending. Microeconomic policy effects can only

be interpreted, in this model, as the outward expansion of the

transformation curve, which would make restoring external

imbalances easier given a certain amount of demand adjustment.

4.4 Long-Term Strategy and Its Rationale

It is rather difficult to generalize about the theoretical aspects

of supply-side, growth-oriented policies because many kinds of

policies are involved and country variation is significant in this field.

Moreover, conflicts among policies frequently occur. For example,

elimination of tariffs for achieving trade liberalization could lead to a

widening fiscal deficit in a case where building alternative taxation is

difficult due to factors such as lack of power for enforcement.

Supply-side, growth-oriented policies have been getting closer

attention recently because adjustment lending has generally been

effective for macroeconomic stability, but investment, which is

supposed to be essential for the sustained growth that is the ultimate

objective, has been affected badly by adjustment lending, as

mentioned in Chapter 3. Therefore, more and more emphasis is now

put on long-term policy issue such as financial sector reform.

The long term strategy for sustainable growth after

macroeconomic adjustment is based on the following understandings

of growth elements (IMF 1987, pp.27).
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a) growth in productive capacity

b) growth of output resulting from more efficient use of

existing productive capacity

c) growth of aggregate demand when excess capacity

initially exists

The third element, being associated with business cycles, is not

related to our concern. The first two elements lead to the two

categories of policies (IMF 1987, pp.30).

First, there are policies to increase the current level of domestic

output by improving the efficiency with which labor, capital, and

other scarce resources are allocated among competing uses. This

category includes. measures to reduce distortions that drive a wedge

between prices and marginal costs. Such distortions may include

exchange rate rigidities, price controls, imperfect competition, taxes,

subsidies, and trade restriction.

The second category consists of all those measures that seek to

directly stimulate the growth of productive capacity. They include

incentives to raise the rate of fixed capital formation in the domestic

economy and to increase the rate of return on such capital, choice of

the optimum set of public sector investments, expansion of education

and manpower training programs, and stimulation of technological

innovation.

We must note, however, that there is a substantial overlap

between the two categories because many of the measures of the
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second type affect the efficiency of investment as well as the

efficiency of resource allocation.

We will not enter into the theoretical framework of how

individual policies will lead to more growth. It will be dealt with as a

given in this study. But the following quotations will help us to get

the flavor of the underlying economic thought.

The first one is associated with financial reform. McKinnon

(1991) cited Gelb's study (1989) which provides us some provocative

empirical evidence.

The efficiency effect was almost four times as important as the
invrestment effect in explaining differences in real GDP growth
across his sample of thirty-four countries. Higher real deposit rates
of interest had their major impact through increased investment
efficiency (as measured by the incremental output-capital ratios)
rather than through increased investment Of aggregate saving as a
share of GDP.
(McKinnon,R. 1. "The Order of Economic Liberalization" pp.22)

This implies that in order to attain higher growth through

investment, financial reform matters more than the amount of

investment,

The identity relation that was used for estimation is the following.
dDYY dIOCR1GDP+dIGDPIOCR
dRR dRR dRR
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The second quotation is associated with the importance of the
policy environment in thinking about the effectiveness of aid--in
other words, the efficiency of investment.

For governments it is often politically easier to build another
dam (especially if foreigners will pay for it) than to remove any of
the subsidies to water users. It is difficult to abandon an agricultural
policy that pursues "food security n by aiming for self-sufficiency, and
supports a sector that, in many poor countries, employs more than
half of workforce. Yet 90% of population growth in the next 40 years
will be in cities. As cities grow, and with them industry, their
appetite for water will also increase. For the sake of human health, if

nothing else, water will need to be diverted from farms to towns.
(The Economist March 28th 1992, pp.11, From an article titled "The
first commodity II )

The third one relates to the importance of trade liberalization
for the efficiency of the economy concerned.

In his most recent work, Mr. Romer insists that the analytical effort
of separating the two (knowledge and investment) is worthwhile.
Why have decades of heavy investment yield so little in India and so
much in South Korea and Taiwan? Perhaps because India's
investment happened behind trade and foreign-investment barriers
that kept out knowledge of new techniques and products, whereas
the dragons' investment was mixed with a copious supply of new
ideas. If nothing else, the debate over the new growth theories has
revealed how bad economists have been at thinking about the
national and global transmission of economic knowledge-production
methods, design for products and other forms of intellectual
property. (The Economist January 4th 1992, pp.IS, From an article
titled "Economic Growth: Explaining the mystery")
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Next, given that policy reform increases efficiency, we move on

to the neoclassical growth model, by which we will show how policy

reform affects growth. In the neoclassical growth model, although an

increase in the rate of technological progress has a permanent

growth rate enhancement effect, it is not necessarily true that policy

reform has such an effect.

Let us illustrate the problem by basically following Baldwin's

presentation (Baldwin, 1991).

Suppose the economy has the following production function.

Y=AKs+bL!-s (1)

where Y= real GDP

A= total factor productivity

K= capital stock

L= labor input

Then the function has the property of:

constant returns to scale if b=O,

scale economies if b > 0,

decreasing returns to scale if b < o.

If it is assumed that labor input is constant and there is no

technological progress just for simplicity, the steady state condition IS

given as

K=I-bK=sY-bK=O (2)

where 0= depreciation rate of capital stock

1= real investment

s= saving ratio
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And the curvature of the output schedule with respect of

capital stock can be examined by taking a partial derivative of the

production function with respect of K.
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aY-A(a+b)Ka+b-10-a
aK

ely .
--=A(a+b)(a+b_l)K(a+b-2)Ll-a
aK2

(3)

(4)

This indicates that the curvature is

concave to the K-axis if a-b < 1,

straight if a-b =1,

convex to the K-axis if a-b > 1.

Figure 4.2 illustrates how equilibrium is achieved. In case of

a+b < 1, the equilibrium level of K is achieved when sY line intersects
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Figure 4.2

Effect of Policy Reform on Growth:

Neo-Classical Growth Model

(a) Bounded Growth Case; a+b < 1
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with bK line. And the equilibrium is stable because, by equation (2),

K>O if sY>bK.

K < 0 if sY < bK .

Next it is shown how this model explains the effect of an

increasing efficiency factor, which could be either total factor

productivity or output elasticity of capital, or both, on output or

growth. Suppose that a one-time increase of the efficiency factor due

to policy reform gives rise to an increase in output at the beginning

(Eo toE1 ). Then, after that, it also produces some medium term

growth or growth rate enhancement effect in addition to the once-off

effect until the economy reaches a new steady state real GDP level

(E:z). The growth or growth rate effect is not, however, permanent but

temporal. Once the economy settles down to the new stable level,

there is no further growth. This effect is greater, if the economy has

increasing returns to scale technology (b > 0) as is shown as the

dotted line in Figure 3-2-(a), (Eo-El-~ ).

If the output elasticity of capital input is equal to or greater

than one (a+b ~ 1), however, one-time policy reform has a permanent

effect on growth or the growth rate (Figure 4-2-(b». The reason is

that K is always positive because sY is always greater than bK. This

is a case of unbounded growth. The stability condition, however,

does not hold in the case of the elasticity being strictly greater than

one. This could be a limitation of this model if we do not allow such

an unstable situation.
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Anyway, whether or not the reality is either one of those, the

crucial point is that an initial shift of the production function has to

be realized to get policy reform to work. In Chapter 5 we will

statistically test whether or not adjustment lending had such effect

during the 1980s.

4,5 Adjustment Lending and pro-Market Interventionism

In this last section on theoretical aspects of adjustment lending,

we will take a brief look at some development strategy ideas that

have been given closer attention recently.

The theoretical background behind adjustment lending is, in

general, neoclassical economics and, more specifically, the market

oriented and outward-looking approach. Although this is well

accepted, there are emerging thoughts on development strategy

which reflect the success of East Asian countries such as Korea and

Taiwan, where government has intervened in the market to a large

extent. This is called "pro-market interventionism." As the name

indicates, it claims that government intervention is desirable in

certain areas where the market fails. The crucial point is that the

cases where the market fails reflect recent recognition of the

importance of dynamic comparative advantage, information,

knowledge, externalities, and so on. This kind of thought is not only

related to developing countries but also is one of major policy issues

in developed countries, where competition reflects the future

comparative advantage of high-technology embedded, knowledge

intensive goods.
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Actually Japan's OECF (Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund), as

a major partner of cofinancing, has argued against the World Bank's

approach, saying that more emphasis should be put on non-market

factors in adjustment lending. They argue that better performance

can be achieved through investment coordination (where there are

externalities exist and a lack of a future market), industrial policy

taking advantage of dynamic comparative advantage, subsidized

interest rates, and more gradual privatization (OECF 1991).

The World Bank's thought about East Asia's success favors free

marketeers. The Bank says that the issue remains controversial, but

three propositions now command quite wide support. First,

government intervention in these economies was subjected to

international competition and market-related checks and balances.

These governments did not avoid the discipline of market forces.

When protection failed, it was promptly removed, which is difficult

to do and most unusual. Second, governments were careful to offset

the bias against exports that is usually a result of import restriction.

Their trade regimes, in other words, remained highly outward

oriented. Third, intervention in the market in these economies was,

in an overall sense, more moderate than in most other developing

countries (World Bank 1991, pp.39).

Lastly, although it is not clear that this is related to Asia's

success, the sequencing of policies in adjustment lending is another

important problem that neoclassical economics can not handle well.

Until recently, the literature on economic reform has been

conducted in comparative static terms. Neoclassical theory tells us

that a liberalized economy is more efficient, and thus more
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productive, than a controlled economy. "However, theory tells us

virtually nothing about optimal transition paths from a distorted

system to one that is more fully liberalized. Unfortunately, this is the

most important problem for any successful reform" (Bruno 1985, as

cited in Roemer and Radelet 1991).
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CHAYI'ER5

MEASURING THESUPPLY SIDEEFFECT

5.1 Introduction

This charter provides an econometric study associated with the

first element of growth, which we discussed in the section 4.4 (Long

term Strategy and its Rationale). Simply put, it is the effectiveness of

adjustment lending on the efficiency factor of the supply side of

recipient countries. For that purpose an empirical model is

developed and estimated over cross sectional and time series data

from African, Asian and Latin American countries during 1980-88

through pooled cross-section and time-series regression.

A survey of the evolution of methodology for measuring the

effect of foreign aid in general and detailed discussion of the

development of the empirical model are provided in Appendices B

and C, respectively. Those are the technical background papers to

this chapter.

5.2 Hypothesis

The hypothesis to be tested is the following.

The change in emciency pertaining to foreign aid

is related to IMF-World Bank program or some

structural adjustment (e.g., export growth).

This is the proposition that was treated as a given in the

theoretical discussion of the rationale of the long term strategy of

adjustment lending in the previous chapter. Now we will test it

statistically.
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In order to understand the uniqueness of the study among

previous works, we provide a diagrammatic model (Figure 5.1). This

shows the transmission of the effect of both conventional ODA and

adjustment lending on the supply side. First, an explanation of what

the figure shows.

Let us start with the conventional aDA loan. aDA enters

primarily into the government budget. Even if the ODA loan was

initially given for certain public sector investment projects and the

project was completed as planned, it could be the case that the

government has some discretion in both expenditure and finance.

That is, the government could increase private consumption by

reducing tax or borrowing, or simply increase its own consumption

instead of investment that is supposed to be source of growth in our

model. Equivalently this shows the possibility of a decrease in

domestic investment. Anyway, the aDA loan generally leads to an

increase in capital stock that produces more growth. Private

investment could be stimulated or discouraged. depending on several

factors such as price movements.

Adjustment lending is supposed to affect output growth

through two routes. One is the same as a conventional aDA loon.

Although the loan part of adjustment lending is quick disbursing and

thus is supposed to finance import demand, or be used for debt

management, from a macroeconomic view point it can be considered

to finance part of domestic investment since the difference between

domestic investment and domestic saving is financed by financial

inflows from overseas.

--.-._._-----._-- .--_.-
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Figure 5.1

Supply Side Effect of Adjustment Lending:

Diagrammatic Model
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The 'other is through conditionality, that is, a policy package for

both stabilization and structural adjustment as shown in Chapter 3.

This works in two ways as shown in Chapter 4. First this affects

capital stock through possible changes in both domestic investment

and saving. Second this affects output growth through the efficiency

factor.

Previous statistical evaluations of the effect of adjustment

lending have not dealt with the effect of the efficiency factor. This is

exactly the problem to be solved here and provides the uniqueness

of the study.

Within this context we can also examine the relationship

between the efficiency factor and structural adjustment. In the

following statistical analysis we will look at export growth as a

structural adjustment. In doing so we can investigate whether the

export-oriented development strategy has been successful through

increasing the efficiency factor given a certain level of investment or

saving. Recent discussion cites increasing rates of return as the

rationale for outward-oriented development strategy because export

market growth gives the developing country that has a relatively

small market the opportunity to take advantage of economies of

scale (Baldwin 1989). This can be interpreted 3S an increase of the

efficiency factor in our framework.

5.3 Empirical Model

The econometric model suitable for testing the hypothesis

mentioned above will now be shown, step-by-step.
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Suppose that the economy's supply function is:
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Y=F~)

where

(1)

Y=real gross national product;

Kereal capital stock; and

L=labor force.

By taking the time derivative of both sides of the equation (1),

we get

Then by dividing both sides by Y, we have

YIY=FK(KIY)+[(8YI8L)(UY)](UL) (2)'

Assuming that the labor input elasticity of production is

constant and there is no depreciation for simplicity, we have

(8YI8L)(uy)=constant=y

andK=I

where 1= real domestic investment

By substituting them into (2)', we get

YIY=FIdIIY)+y(iJL) (2)"



Here we take advantage of the following identity which always

holds ex post.
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IiiS+A+OFF

where

(3)

S=real domestic saving

Aereal aDA (Grants are excluded

because grant is included in

income and hence is consumed

or saved domestically )

OFF=real other foreign financial

inflows

By substituting (3) into (2)",

YN=FK.<S+A+OFF)N+y(UL) (5)

The IMF-WB (World Bank) program dummy variable is

introduced here in the following way.

FK=bo+b1DUM

where

(6)

DUM=l

=0

IMF-WB program is in effect

otherwise

This specification makes the model unique and hence different

from other models used for statistical evaluation of adjustment

lending.

From (5) and (6), we get

YN=(bo+b1DUM){ (S+A+OFF)IY}+y(iJL) (7)



Recall here that hypothesis to be tested is the following.

The change in efficiency pertaining to

foreign aid is related to an IMF·World Bank

program.

Therefore, our prime interest is whether or not hi is positive as

11 • • 11 • 'fiwe as statJstaca y sJgm cant.

Next, we modify equation (7) in order to control for the

external economic environment and policy changes which would

have taken place in absence of an IMF-WB program. This

modification is necessary because we use time series and cross

section data. The modified model is the following.

YIY=(bo+b1DUM){(S+A+OFF)IY}+y(UL)+tX+sE+kWO (8)
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where X=policy instrument (fiscal balance:BD,

exchange rate:ER and domestic credit

expansion:DC)

E:indicator of price-related external

environment

WO=worid real GDP growth rate

The indicator of price-related external environment (E) consists

of change of debt burden due to interest rate fluctuation and terms

of trade changes.
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where Ynenominal gross national product

Renominal interest rate

PX, PM=export and import price

EX, IM=nominal export and import

D=gross outstanding debt

-l=one time period lag.

In addition to these, we must take account of the business cycle

as part of the external environment The world GDP growth rate is

meant to control for this.

The policy instrument X (fiscal balance, exchange rate and

domestic credit expansion) refers to the policy that would be adopted

in the absence of an IMF-WB program. Therefore the X is directly

observable only for nonprogram countries; for program countries the

X must be estimated. We adopt the following policy reaction function.

X-X-1=C{(Y!Y)*-(Y!Y)-1} (l0)

where asterisk denotes desirable value or target

value.

We assume that the government changes its policy instruments

when actual growth rates deviate from some target growth. In the

case of fiscal balance, for example, the government is assumed to

reduce the budget surplus if the actual growth rate is less than the

target growth rate through increasing expenditure or reducing tax

revenue. The sign of the parameter c is not, however, necessarily



predetermined theoretically and hence is supposed to be empirically

found. World Bank (1990) says that a potentially important

limitation is that such a reaction function may be highly unstable.

Obviously, even this method is imperfect in estimating conterfactual

policy scenarios, but it does pick up some policy changes that would

have happened even without a Bank-supported program. Otherwise,

these would have been fully attributed to Bank adjustment

programs.

By substituting (10) into (8), we get

YIY=v+(bo+bIDUM){(S+A+OFF)IY}+y(UL)-r(Y'/Y)_I+tX. l

+sE+kVVO (11)

where v=tc(YlY)*

r=tc
X_I=BD_lo ER.l or OC_I
(or BDL, ERL or OCL)

Obviously, it is assumed that the target growth rate is constant

over the estimation period.

Lastly, in order to detect possible lags between implementation

of policy reform and the appearance of any effect, the distributed lag

model (Almon lag) is incorporated to the variable DUM.

Thus equations (9) and (11) constitute the model to be

estimated. Because of severe data limitations with regard to the

number of time periods, we treat {(S+A+OFF)N} as just one variable

(W) and the policy instrument variable (X) includes just one of the

three indicators. For the same reason, the lag length is set to be four
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years, including the present period, and the order of the polynominal

is two or three with endpoint constraints on the left side of the

polynominal or both left and right sides.

Testing the relationship between the export growth rate and

the efficiency factor, the model is simplified in the following way:

YN=v+(bo+b1EX){(S+A+OFF)N}+y(i.JL)+sE+kWO (12)

where EX=real export growth rate.

We no longer have to control for the voluntary policy reaction

factor in this case. No lag is included since export growth is likely to

contribute to the growth rate instantaneously. The expected result is

a positive and statistically significant coefficient for EX, the same as

before.

5.4 Implementation

(1) Observations

We use data from 26 countries (9 Africa, 9 Asia and 8 Latin

America) over 9 years (1980-1988). Hence, the number of

observations is 234 in cases of overall pooling. In cases of pooling

region by region. it is 81 each for Africa and Asia and 72 for Latin

America.

The World Bank began its Structural Adjustment Lending in

1980 and adjustment lending was intensively implemented during

the 1980s. The cut-off year is 1988 due to data availability.
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The country selection is subject to the following considerations.

a) Countries should be those which were included in World

Bank's study (World Bank 1990).

b) The ratio of non-adjustment-Iending countries over the

sample is about the same as the World Bank's study

(30% or so).

c) Geographical consistency. We exclude Central America

(except for Mexico), the Middle East, and Europe simply

because they make the data joints too numerous to

work with.

d) Data availability. This is a severe constraint, especially for

data on budget balances in African countries, where data

breaks and non-availability is very frequent.

The list of the selected countries is shown in Table 5.1, by the

classification of the World Bank's study.
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Africa

Table 5.1

List of Countries

Asia I.atin America

99

Earl y Intensive-Adjustment-Lending-Countries (EIAL)

Ghana* Korea Brazil

Kenya* Pakistan* Chile

Malawi* Philippines Colombia

Morocco Thailand Mexico

Other Adjustment-Lending Countries (OAL)

Burundi*

Tunisia

China*

Indonesia

Argentina

Uruguay

Non-Adjustment-Lending Countries (NAL)

Egypt

Ethiopia*

. Botswana

India*

Malaysia

Sri I.anka*

Paraguay

Peru

(Note) EIAL: countries that have received two SALs or three

Adjustment Operations or more, with the first

adjustment operation in 1985 or before.

OAL: other countries receiving adjustment lending.

NAL: countries that did not receive adjustment lending

in the period 1980 to 1988.

Low-income countries(*) are IDA (International

Development Association) countries, and

middle-income countries are non-IDA countries.

-----------------------------------



(2) Variables, Data Sources, and Methodology of Data

Compilation

a) Y= real GOP growth rate

y Yr-Yr,-l )(100 (%)
Yr.-I

where Yr=real GDP, national currency expression.

World Bank (WB) "World Tables (WT)," and, in the

case of China, World Bank's estimation.

b) S=saving ratio

S GDS/(GDln/GDlr) GDSIPI
v, v,

where GDS=gross domestic saving (nominal), national

currency denomination; WB "WT"

GDln=nominal gross domestic investment,

national currency denomination; WB "WT"

GDlr=real gross domestic investment, national

currency denomination; WB "WT"

PI = gross domestic investment deflator

calculated as above.

c) Aeratio of ODA loan to real GOP

A-ODAlJPI
Yr/CF

where ODAL=officiai development assistance, loan

only, US$ expression; OEeD "Geographical
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Distribution of Financial inflows to Less

developed Countries (GO)"

CF=conversion factor, national currency per

US$,defined in the same way as the World

Bank's "Atlas Method, II which is intended to

smooth fluctuations on prices and exchange

rates.

CF={Ct_2<;t I F1 )+e._I<;t I~ )+e.}13
t-2 112 t-l 1"T-t

where P=GDP deflator of the country concerned;

WB "WT"

pS=GDP deflator of United States; WB "WT"

e=exchange rate, national currency per

US$; "conversion factor" of WB "WT" (As a

rule, it is the official exchange rate

reported in the IMF's "International

Financial Statistics (IFS), line rf. Exceptions

arise where "WT" recasts IFS style measures

to report on a fiscal year basis or to average

multiple exchange rates; in highly

exceptional cases, further refinements are

made by Bank staff. That is, where multiple

exchange rate practices are officially

maintained and the spread between rates is

analytically significant a transactions-
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weighted average is given, if possible.

However, no account of unofficial parallel

market rates is taken in the calculations.

When the official exchange rate, including

multiple rate, is judged to diverge by

exceptionally large margin from the rate

effectively applied to international

transactions, World Bank's estimate for the

market rate is provided.)

In case of Argentina and Ghana however, the

denominator is calculated as

=DAr I RBr
. CFl CF2

where DAr=real domestic absorption, national

currency expression; WB "WT"

RBr=real resource balance, national

currency expression; WB "WT"

CFl=conversion factor for DAr, calculated

by the above formula using actual

transaction exchange rate in WB "WT"

CF2=conversion factor for RBr, calculated

by the same formula using official

exchange rate in WB "WT"

This modification reflects the fact that national

compilers of GOP used an official exchange rate to assign a

national currency value to international transactions (RBr)

-------- -------------- - -------
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and 'then that rate must be used to convert the same items to

dollars regardless of whether it was the rate actually applied

to intemational transactions. The remaining components

(DAr) are converted by the actual prevailing rate.

d) OFF=the ratio of other financial inflows to real GOP 0

OFF-(TRN-ODA)/PI
Yr/CF

where TRN=total receipts net, US$ expression; OECD

"GO"

ODA= ODA, both loans and grants, US$ expression;

OEm "GD"

In case of Argentina and Ghana, the denominator is

the same as the above.

e) L=labor input

L=ED-ED-1 X 100 (%)
ED_I

where ED=secondary education enrollment ratio,

WB "World Development Report (WDR)"

Severe data limitation keeps us from using labor

force statistics.

f) BD=ratio of budget deficit/surplus to nominal GOP

where GOV=central government surplus/deficit,
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consolidated budget where available, national

currency expression; IMF "IFS" and "Government

Finance Statistics Yearbook" In case of China,

local government is included because of

unavailability of central government data.

Ynenominal GDP, national currency expression;

WB "wr"

g) ER=exchange rate

per US $, 1979=1; conversion factor of WB "WT"; In case

of Botswana, India, Pakistan, IMF "IFS" because WT's

data provides Fiscal Year.

h) DC=domestic credit growth rate

OC_OCQ..DCO.1 x 100 (%)
DCO_1

where DCO=stock of domestic credit, national currency

expression; IMF "IFS" line 32; In case of Argentina,

claims on central government and private sector only,

then that on other financial institutions is excluded

due to lack of data in recent years. In case of Botswana,

M2 is used. In case of Brazil, Ml of central bank's data.

i) E=price-related external environment

_(IE. _IP-l )xD_l + (..FX... - l)xNEX_l-(-·EM... - l)xNIMl
E= D D_I PX_I PMI

(Yn /CF)
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where D=total debt stocks, US$ expression; WB "World

Debt Tables (WDT)\ 1979 data was got directly

from WB.

IP=interest payments corresponding to D, US$

expression; WB "WDT" and WB

NEX, NIM=nominal export and import, US$

expression;WB "WT"

PX, PM=export and import prices, US$ expression;

WB "WT"

In case of Argentina and Ghana, the denominator is

modified as mentioned above.

j) EX=real export growth rate

NEX._NEX_l
EX PX PX_1 X 100 (%)

NEX_l
PX-l

k) WO=world real GDP growth rate (%)

IMF "World Economic Outlook (WEO)", supplementary

statistical tables

I) DUM=dummy variable

DUM= 1 if IMF-WB concurrent operations are on.

o otherwise

WB (1990) "Adjustment Lending Policies For

Sustainable Growth" Annex table 5.5
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m) Others

W=S+A+OFF

DUMW=DUM*W

BDL=BD.-l,

DCL=DC.-l,

ERL=ER.-l,

YL=Y.-l,

EXW=EX*W

(3) Estimation

Estimation is done using SHAZAM, Version 6.2 (1990). SHAZAM

performs a Pooled Cross-Section and Time-Series estimation under

certain model specifications and conditions. A Generalized Least

Squares (GLS) procedure is used on the model described in Kmenta

(1986) and Judge et al (1985). The model used here is the Cross

sectionally Heteroskedastic and Time-wise Autoregressive Model

discussed in Kmenta (1986). The model is specified in the following

way.

The regression equation for pooling regression, in general, can

be written as

Yit=PIXit,I+P2Xit,2+' .. +PKXit,K+£it

(i=I,2,..., N; t=1,2,...,T)

That is, the sample data are represented by observations on N

cross sectional units over T periods of time. There are altogether

n=N*T observations. The explanatory variables and the regression
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disturbances are presumed to satisfy the assumption of the

generalized linear regression model. In our case, we will have Xit.l= 1

for ail i and 1.

In a Cross-sectionally Heteroskedastic and Timewise Auto

regressive Model, it is assumed that as for the cross-sectional

observations the regression disturbances are mutually independent

but heteroskedastic. Concerning the time-series data, it is asssumed

tbat tbe disturbances are autoregressive. Then combining these

assumptions, we get the following specifications for the disturbance

term.
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E(Eft)=or

E(Eit £jt)=O (i..j)

(heteroskedasticity)

(cross-sectional independence)

£it=Pi£i,t-l+Uit (auto regression)

where Uit -N(O. ~).

cio
£01 -N(O _m_

I • 2
I-Pi,

and E(£i,t-1 Ujt)=O for all i,j.

Then the variance-covariance matrix is shown as

a'iVt 0

~V::]Q=
0 ~V2

0 0



where
1 Pi Pf

Pi 1 Pi

T-l
Pi

T-2
Pi
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r-i T-2 T-3 1Pi Pi Pi ...

and each of the O's represents a (T*T) matrix of

zeros.

SHAZAM modifies the Kmenta procedure to keep the first

observation of each cross-section. And we confine the estimate of the

first-order serial correlation coefficient P to the interval [-1, +1].

Moreover, the covariance matrix is computed using the number of

data (T) of each cross section as the divisor, rather than the

alternative measure (T-K; Kethe number of estimator) simply

because of a lack. of enough time-series data over each cross-section.

This does not, however, impede the reliability of estimation and

hypothesis testing. Although we cannot get an unbiased estimator in

finite samples, the choice of a divisor will not influence the

asymptotic properties of the resulting EGLS (estimated GLS)

estimator (Judge et al. 1985, pp.469). And such an estimator is the

one that is generally used in practice (Judge et aI.1988, pp.441-442).

The labor input variable was excluded after all because data on

secondary school enrollment ratio has many abnormal jumps over

the time periods of many countries and hence it seems inappropriate

as data for labor input. This means, therefore, that labor is assumed

to be in abundant supply.



4,5 Results and Evaluation

IMF-WB program case

Estimation was done for each region and overall pooled data.

In each case, estimates were made for the with-lags and without-lags

scenario. Moreover, for the with-lags scenario, the second and third

order polynominal cases were both estimated. In the second order

polynominal case, two cases could be estimated, depending on

endpoint constraints--on the left side of the polynominal and on both

left and right sides. However, we estimate only the former case

because the latter case is too restrictive to get reliable estimates of

four year lags. These alternatives are an exhaustive list. In the last

case, estimation of SUb-groups classified by income level is made. Of

course we can't say anything about what the lag pattern looks like,

ex ante. Estimation results are as follows.

[Without-lag case]

a) For overall pooling, none of the three policy instruments'

cases was statistically significant.

b) For Africa, none of the three policy instruments' cases was

statistically significant.

c) For Asia, none of the three policy instruments' cases was

statistically significant except for the exchange rate, where it was

statistically significant at the 10% level and the sign was positive.

d) For latin America, none of the three cases was statistically

significant. (See Table 5.2.)
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Table 5.2

Effect of Conditionality:
Without-lags Case

case DIJMW

ALL BDL

FRL

IXL

AFRICA BDL

FRL

IXL

ASIA BDL

ERL *(+)

IXL

LATIN
AMERICA BDL

ERL

IXL

(Note) DUMW =conditionality variable (=DUM*W)
--- =statistically insignificant
* =significant at the 10% significance level
** =significant at the 5% significance level
(+/-) =sign of the estimated parameter
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[With-lags case]

[1] Third order polynominal case

a) For overall pooling, none of the three cases was statistically

significant.

b) For Africa, none of the three cases was statistically

significant.

c) For Asia, conditionality from two and three years ago was

statistically significant for all the three cases at either the 5% or 10%

significance level, while none of the present and one year-old

conditionalities were significant. The sign was positive.

d) For Latin America, none of the cases was statistically

significant except for the present conditionality on domestic credit

expansion, where it was significant at the 5% level and the sign was

positive. (See Table 5.3.)
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Table 5.3

Effect of Conditionality:
With-lags, 3rd-order Case

112

case

All BDL

FRL

IXL

AFRICA
BDL

FRL

lXL

DlJMWO -1 -2 -3

ASIA
BDL **(+) *(+)

ERL **(+) *(+)

lXL **(+) **(+)

LATIN AMER1CA
BDL

FRL

lXL **(+)

(Note) DUMWO=present year
-1=one year ago
-2=two years ago
-3=three years ago



[2] Second order polynominal case with a constraint on the left side

of the polynominal

a) For overall pooling, none of the three cases was statistically

significant.

b) For Africa, none of the three cases was statistically

significant.

c) For Asia, conditionality from three years ago was statistically

significant at the 5% significance level and the sign was positive.

Meanwhile, conditionality from other years was insignificant.

d) For Latin America, both present and one year-old

conditionalities were statistically significant at either the 5% or 10%

significance level and the sign was positive. Those from two years

ago were insignificant. Those from three years ago were statistically

significant at either the 5% or the 10% significance level once again,

but the sign was negative in this case. The sum of lag coefficients was

negative in the case of exchange rates as policy instruments and

positive in the case of domestic credit expansion, both of which were,

however, statistically insignificant.

e) For low-income countries, conditionality from one and two

years ago had a negative and statistically significant effect at the 5%

level. However, for low-income African countries there was no

significant effect and for low-income Asian countries conditionality

from three years ago has negative and statistically significant effect
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at the 5% level. Obviously, there is no correspondence between

aggregate estimation and subgroup estimation. Therefore, we should

refer to sub-group estimation for these cases.

f) For middle-income countries, conditionality from the present

and one year ago had positive and statistically significant effects at

either the 5% or 10% level. However, in Latin American countries,

which are all middle-income countries, conditionality from two or

three years ago had a positive and statistically significant effect at

the 10% level. Middle-income African countries had no significant

effect from conditionality, while middle-income Asian countries had

a positive and statistically significant effect from conditionality with

two and three year lags at either the 5% or 10% level. Unlike the

case of low-income countries, there is consistency between aggregate

estimates and sub-group estimates for middle-income countries. (See

Table 5.4.)
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Table 5.4

Effect of Conditionality:
With-lags, 2nd-order Case

case DIJMWO -1 -2 -3
All BDL

FRL
IXl.

AFRICA BDL

FRL
IXL

ASIA BDL **(+)

FRL **(+)

JXL **(+)

LA BDL *(+) *(+)

FRL **(+) *(+) *(-)

!XL **(+) **(+) **(-)

LOW-INCOME
BDL **(-) **(-)

ERr.. **(-)

lXL **(-)

AFRICA BDL

ERL

lXL
ASIA BDL **(-)

FRL *(+)

DCL

(To be continued to the next page.)

--------_..._-- ---



Table 5.4 (Continued)

Effect of Conditionality:
With-lags, 2nd-order Case

case DIJMO -1 -2 -3

MIDDLE-INCOME

BDL **(+) **(+)

ERL *(+)

IXL **(+) **(+)

(excl. LA)
BDL
ERL *(+)

IXL *(+)

AFRICA BDL
ERL
IXL

ASIA BDL **(+) *(+)

ERL **(+)

IXL **(+) **(+)
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The main findings can be summarized in the following way.

a) Lags exist between policy implementation and the

appearance of effects. As for the superiority of one order of

polynominal or another, the second order polynominal lag

distribution has estimated a greater number of significant

parameters, keeping almost the same qualitative result. Therefore,

we should refer to the with-lags case in the second order

polynominal with endpoint constraints on the left side.

b) Referring to that case, overall pooling estimation shows no

effect from conditionality.

c) When we refer to the individual region, however, we have to

say that there was some, effect either negative or positive, or no

effect, depending on the region concerned. That is, for Africa, there

was no effect. For Asia, there was a strong positive effect with lags.

For Latin America, there was a strong positive effect at the

beginning, but it faded away as time went on and finally a negative

effect showed up. The sign of the total effect is ambiguous and

statistically insignificant anyway.

d) Low-income countries show almost no effect from

conditionality in either Africa or Asia. This reveals that the above

mentioned regional estimations are subject to the influence of

middle-income countries. As expected, middle-income Asian

countries have positive and statistically significant effects with two

---- ----- ------- --- ------
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or three year lags at either the 5% or 10% level, while middle-income

African countries have no significant effect.

What can we conclude? First, we cannot conclude that IMF-VlB

programs had no effect on the efficiency factor because the results

show much variation in the effect among regional or income-level

sub-groups. As we saw above, estimation region-by-region or by

different income levels showed either positive, negative, or no effect

from conditionality. Thus, it could be that overall pooling shows no

effect as a natural result.

The result for middle-income Asia is encouraging and the one

that was expected as one of the typical outcomes by theoretical

reasoning. It corresponds to the general reputation of development

performance in the included countries such as Korea, Thailand and

Malaysia. It might be the case, however, that the positive effects of

conditionality have been overestimated. We have controlled for

autonomous policy reform factors, but only macroeconomic ones,

hence microeconomic policy reforms that would have taken place 10

the absence of an IMF-WB program have been ignored due to data

unavailability. These reforms would have been more likely to take

place in such "high performing" and "well disciplined" countries.

For Africa and Latin America, interpretation is difficult because

the results could have reflected several factors that are not

associated with the effectiveness of conditionality. For example, case

studies of nine countries by Mosley et al.(1991) shows that the

scores of compliance with conditionality have a lower average value

around 54%-than those of the WB's study which we reviewed in
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Chapter 3, but with a wide dispersion around this average (Table

5.5). The scores of Ghana, Malawi, and Kenya (which were all

included in our estimation) were relatively low, which could have

produced the result of an insignificant effect in African countries.
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Table 5.5

Implementation of conditionality
(Mosley at al.)

Turkey 95

Thailand 70

Jamaica 63

Philippines 62

Ghana 58

Malawi 55

Kenya 38

Ecuador 28

Guyana 15

(Source) Mosley et ale (1991), volume 1, pp. 136, Table 5.2
(Note) percentage of conditions implemented on all SALs

and SECALs at end of loan period.
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Export growth case

The major findings are as follows.

a) Overall pooling shows a statistically significant and positive effect

at the 5% level, as expected.

b) Estimation by regional sub-groups shows that only Asia has a

statistically significant and positive effect at the 5% level.

c) Low-income countries have no significant effect. Neither the

African nor Asian low-income countries do.

d) Middle-income countries have a statistically significant and

positive effect at the 5% level. Those excluding Latin America have

the same effect. African middle-income countries have no effect,

while Asian middle income countries have a statistically significant

and positive effect at the 5% level. (See Table 5.6.)

It is obvious that oniy for Asian middle-income countries has

export growth had a significantly positive effect on the efficiency

factor. Hence, all other results showing a significant effect just

reflect the case of the Asian middle-income group, which includes

countries such as Korea, Thailand, and Malaysia which are considered

to have been successful in export-oriented development strategy.

Since other regions or income groups do not show positive as well as

significant effects we can say that export growth in and of itself is

not a sufficient condition for increasing the efficiency factor of the
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supply-side of the economy, assuming that we have successfully

controlled for other factors influencing growth.
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Table 5.6

Effect of Export Growth

EXW

123

All

AFRICA

ASIA

LATIN AMERICA

LOW INCOME
AFRICA
ASIA

**(+)

**(+)

MIDDLE INCOME **(+)
(excl. LA) **(+)

AFRICA
ASIA **(+)

(Note) EXW = variable of export growth

{=EX*W}



In both the IMF-WB program and the export growth case,

middle-income Asian countries showed expected, and hence

encouraging, results-vpositive as well as statistically significant

effects with lags. Assuming that there are no problems such as

inadequate data on conditionality or insufficient control for

autonomous microeconomic policy reform, this implies that some

factors that were specific and/or idiosyncratic to middle-income

Asian countries, at least during the estimation period, impact the

efficiency factor in the supply-side of the economy concerned.

Data from 1989-92 could change the results because it takes

time for a program to produce an effect.

Some might argue that the value of Buse-R2 is relatively

low, but a similar study by the World Bank (1991), mentioned in

section 3.5 (Summary of Recent Evaluation Studies). provides a

similar value of R2 (0.03-0.30), indicating that although conditionality

and/or export growth are important, much of the variation in growth

rate is still unexplained, even after controlling for many factors. This

performance might have come from the fact that much of the data is

cross sectional.
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CHAPfER6

SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSION

Adjustment Lending in A Global Context

The seemingly workable cycle of international finance in the

1970s, supported by a boom in commodity exports--where finances

flowed from oil exporters to other developing countries--became

corrupted because of developed countries' efforts to get out of

stagflation, including tight monetary policy and subsequent high

interest rates. This debt crisis made international private capital

flows to developing countries dry up and hence made structural

adjustment unavoidable given official capital inflows.

The partial change of aid strategy of donor countries and

multinational aid organizations in such a way as to put more

emphasis on reforming recipients' domestic economic policy and

institutions for enhancing effectiveness of aid also facilitated

introduction of new type of development assistance-vstructural

adjustment lending.

Adjustment performance in the past decade has been mixed.

The 1980s is called "the lost decade" for Africa and Latin America,

while performance in East and South Asia was great. Now the

situation is relatively promising. Several countries that were

previously reluctant to enter into structural adjustment have

increasingly participated in this approach. The i990s is considered

to be, and should be, a key period for getting out of "the aftermath of

the 1970s and 1980s and entering into sustainable growth without

inflation.
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Overview of Adjustment Lending

The amount of adjustment lending has increased rapidly and

played an increasingly important role in the World Bank's operations,

although it is still small in comparison to total international financial

inflows to developing countries.

Supply-side, growth-oriented policies account, on average, for

over 80% of the conditions. Trade and agriculture sector conditions

have declined while the financial sector has become more important.

Conditionality varies widely among recipients in terms both coverage

and strictness. The overwhelming majority--84% of all conditions-

were implemented, as originally written, at least substantially by the

time of final tranche release, and 66% were implemented fully or

more than fully. Programs have been better implemented where

governments have been competent and had their own ongoing

programs.

Recent evaluation studies show in general that adjustment

lending has been effective in restoring external balances but has

reduced the ratio of investment to GDP. The effect on GDP growth

rate was, however, mixed. Morocco's case is typical in this sense.

Since adjustment lending covers basic crucial policy matters,

the coordination between bilateral and multilateral donors, including

building consensus on desirable conditions or development

strategies, has been increasingly important.

Theoretical Aspects of Adjustment Lending

The general strategy of adjustment lending is "getting the

prices right". The old thoughts that prevailed until the 1970s--state
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intervention internally and protectionism externaliy--faded during

the 1980s and the market-friendly, outward-oriented development

strategy has become more popular. Adjustment lending has worked

as a catalyst for such a transformation by imposing conditions based

on market-oriented policy reform in circumstances where such

policy changes usually faced resistance from parties who stood to

lose vested interests.

Generally, the objective of macroeconomic absorption reduction

and switching policies is to restore both internal and external balance

so that the economy can maintain sustainable growth. The purpose

of growth-oriented, supply-side microeconomic policies is to achieve

higher growth by enhancing saving and investment as well as

increasing efficiency with a given level of saving and investment.

Among many models, the Salter-Swan model shows that, in

order to attain both internal and external balance, we need the

switching policy in favor of the tradable sector as wen as the

absorption reduction policy, i.e., devaluation by itself can't improve

the deficit at all because it induces price rises in the non-tradable

sector. Opponents focus on the supply-side consequences of

devaluation, such as the wage-inflation spiral and the higher cost of

imported capital goods.

Given that policy reform increases efficiency, the growth model

shows that a one-time increase of the efficiency factor due to policy

reform gives rise to an increase of output at the beginning and it also

produces some medium term growth enhancement effects if the

output elasticity of capital input is less than one. The effect is

greater if the economy has increasing returns to scale technology. If
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this elasticity is equal to or greater than one, a one-time policy

reform has a permanent effect on growth.

The emerging concept of pro-market interventionism presents

important issues for the general rationale of adjustment lending,

which remains controversial. These include investment coordination

under a lack of future markets and the existence of externalities,

industrial policy taking advantage of dynamic comparative

advantage, subsidized interest rates, and more gradual privatization.

The problem of sequencing of policies in adjustment lending

also remains to be solved to secure successful structural adjustment.

Measuring the Supply Side Effect

Econometric analysis tests the hypothesis that the change in

efficiency pertaining to foreign aid is related to an IMF-World Bank

program or some other structural adjustment such as export growth.

The uniqueness of the study lies in its focus on the efficiency factor.

The empirical model is the modified neo-classical supply

function with external financial flows and systematic coefficient

variation by an IMF-WB program dummy variable model or export

growth dependent model, taking account of lags and controlling for

factors in the external economic environment, such as terms of trade,

interest rates and the business cycle, and voluntary policy reform.

The data covers 26 countries (9 Africa, 9 Asia and 8 Latin

America) over 9 years (1980-88). Estimation is done by the Cross

sectionally Heteroskedastic and Time-wise Autoregressive Model.

According to the results, we cannot conclude that IMF-WB

programs had no effect on the efficiency factor because the results
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show much variation in effect among regional or income-level sub

groups.

The result from middle-income Asia is encouraging and was

expected as one of the typical outcomes by theoretical reasoning. It

corresponds to the general reputation of the development

performance of the included countries. It might be the case,

however, that the positive effect of conditionality has been

overestimated because we have not controlled for autonomous

microeconomic policy reform.

For Africa and Latin America, interpretation of insignificant or

negative effects is difficult because the result could have reflected

other factors, such as low compliance to conditionality, that are not

associated with the effectiveness of the conditionality itself.

Similarly, only in cases of Asian middle-income countries,

which include countries such as Korea, Thailand, and Malaysia that

are considered to have been successful in export-oriented

development strategy, has export growth had a significantly positive

effect on the efficiency factor. We can say that export growth is not a

sufficient condition for increasing efficiency factor of the supply-side

of the economy.

In both IMF-WB programs and the export growth case, middle

income Asian countries showed expected and hence encouraging

results--positive as well as statistically significant effects with lags.

Assuming that there are no problems such as inadequate data on

conditionality or insufficient control for autonomous microeconomic

policy reform, this implies that some factors that were specific

and lor idiosyncratic to middle-income Asian countries, at least
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during the estimation period. impact the efficiency factor in the

supply-side of the economy concerned.
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APPENDIX A

REGRESSION RESULTS

(Variable Definition)
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Y(L)

W

DUMW(O)

DUMW.-l (2,3)

E

WO

BDL

ERL

IXL

FXW

real GOP growth rate (one year ago)

real saving (both domestic and foreign) ratio to GDP

IMF-WB concurrent operation dummy times W

same as above, one (two, three) year(s) ago

ratio of change in price-related external
environment to nominal GDP

world real GDP growth rate

ratio of budget deficit/surplus to nominal GDP,
one year ago

exchange rate, one year ago

domestic credit growth rate, one year ago

real export growth rate times W

(Model Specification)

(IMF-WB program case]

Y=v+rYL+boW+btDUMW(O.-1.-2.-3)+sE+kWo+tBDL(or ERL. DeL)

(X_I=BD.loERt or DC-I
=BDL.ERLor DeL) (policy instrument variable)

[Export growth case1

Y=v+boW+bIEXW+sE+-kWO
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(IMF-WB program case)

[Without-lags case]

All Regions (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.25 0.27 0.24
(4.08) (4.35) (3.83)

saving rate 4.69 4.68 5.53
(1.85) (1.88) (2.19)

dummy -0.73 -0.43 0.032
(-0.42) (-0.25) (0.018)

environment 15.92 17.35 15.98
(1.94) (2.13) (1.98)

world growth 0.47 0.47 0.42
(2.82) (2.82) (2.52)

budget balance 2.00
(0.4l)

exchange rate -0.001
(-1.21)

credit growth -0.010
(-2.12)

constant 1.03 0.90 1.28
(1.13) (1.11) (1.53 )

F 63.95 67.31 64.5

Buse-R' 0.14 0.15 0.15

DF 227 227 227

(Note) F:F-statistic; DF:degrees of freedom. t-statistic is in
parentheses. Buse-R' is one of coefficient of determination used for
generalized least square estimation and was developed by Buse
(1973). Growth rate, budget balance. exchange rate and credit growth
are all taken one year lag. Dummy is dummy times saving rate.



(IMF-WB program case)

[Without-lags case]

AFRICA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.11 0.15 0.17
(1.00) ( 1.34) (1.58)

saving rate 6.93 8.58 7.11
(1.15) (1.39) ( 1.19)

dummy -4.8 -6.03 -4.05
(-1.17) (-1.45) (-0.99)

environment 16.01 18.85 20.15
(1.15) (1.35) (1.47)

world growth 0.32 0.32 0.53
(1.04) (1.03) (1.71)

budget balance 8.00
(1.07)

exchange rate 0.11
(0.47)

credit growth 0.051
(1.84)

constant 2.67 1.75 0.41
(1.84) ( 1.26) (0.26)

F 23.12 24.16 25.22

Buse-R'' 0.08 0.09 0.13

DF 74 74 74

--.--_. --- --.. --- - ---
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(IMF-WB program case)

[Without-lags case]

ASIA (I) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.16 0.14 0.14
(1.56) (1.35) (1.36)

saving rate -0.90 -0.69 -0.94
(-0.25) (-0.20) (-0.27)

dummy 3.36 5.10 3.93
(1.14) (1.67) (1.43)

environment 18.63 18.48 19.78
(1.47) (1.49) (1.54)

world growth 0.11 0.24 0.13
(0.44) (0.79) (0.51 )

budget balance 4.00
(0.52)

exchange rate -0.72
(-0.70)

credit growth 0.008
(0.26)

constant 5.23 5.56 4.84
(3.55) (3.84) (3.57)

F 60.27 61.11 59.67

Buse-R2 0.11 0.11 0.10

OF 74 74 74
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(IMF-WB program case)

[Without-lags case]

LATIN
AMERICA (1) (2) (3)
growth rate 0.30 0.40 0.35

(2.62) (3.76) (3.25)
saving rate 15.17 7.27 9.87

(2.09) (1.00) (1.35)

dummy 4.37 4.88 5.36
( 1.23) (1.21) (1.42)

environment 16.25 16.58 12.40
(0.70) (0.68) (0.52)

world growth 0.93 0.93 0.82
(2.59) (2.46) (2.27)

budget balance 30.95
(2.29)

exchange rate -0.0007
(-1.35)

credit growth -0.008
(-1.77)

constant -3.86 -3.20 -2.90
(-1.85) (-1.50) (-1.35)

F 10.15 9.21 12.49

Buse-Rs 0.31 0.29 0.32

OF 65 65 65
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(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 3rd-order case]

All Regions (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.27 0.27 0.26
(4.31 ) (4.50) (4.15)

saving rate 5.14 5.19 6.09
(1.99) (2.04) (2.35)

dummy 0.69 0.63 1.37
(0.48) (0.43) (0.95)

dummy.-l -0.039 0.13 0.51
(-O.O42} (0.14) (0.54)

dummy.-2 -1.11 -0.69 -1.04
(-1.01) (-0.59) (-0.89)

dummy.-3 -1.46 -1.01 -1.73
(-0.90) (-0.60) (-1.05)

environment 16.48 17.74 16.60
(2.00) (2.15) (2.05)

world growth 0.54 0.52 0.49
(3.11 ) (3.01) (2.88)

budget balance 2.04
(0.42)

exchange rate -0.0009
(-1.41)

credit growth -0.01
(-2.28)

constant 0.59 0.50 0.76
(0.64) (0.60) (0.90)

F 54.91 57.35 54.52

Buse-R2 0.15 0.16 0.17

DF 226 226 226



(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 3rd-order case]

AFRICA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.11 0.15 0.17
( 1.00) ( 1.42) (1.64)

saving rate 7.21 8.81 8.17
( 1.22) ( 1.47) (1.42)

dummy -1.88 -2.31 -0.41
(-0.61) (-0.75) (-0.13)

dummy.-I -2.14 -2.63 -1.56
(-1.06) ( -1.30) (-0.79)

dummy.-2 -1.45 -1.80 -2.51
(-0.75) (-0.91) (-1.32)

dummy.-3 -0.51 -0.64 -2.30
(-0.17) (-0.21) (-0.77)

environment 16.48 19.27 21.88
(1.19) (1.40) (1.64)

world growth 0.35 0.34 0.65
( 1.12) ( 1.10) (2.04)

budget balance 8.18
(1.08)

exchange rate 0.13
(0.55)

credit growth 0.058
(2.10)

constant 2.56 1.60 -0.20
(1.75) (1.14) (-0.13)

F 20.14 21.15 22.74

Buse-Rl 0.09 0.10 q.15

OF 73 73 73
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(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 3rd-order case]

ASIA (1)

growth rate 0.077
(0.72)

saving rate 1. 11
(0.29)

dummy -0.33
(-0.14)

dummy.-l 2.32
(1.56)

dummy.-2 5.13
(2.57)

dummy.-3 5.30
(1.92)

environment 18.58
.(1.55)

world growth -0.08
(0.32)

budget balance -1 . 14
(-0.15)

exchange rate

credi t growth

constant 4.75
(3.21)

F 57.50

Buse-R2 0.20

OF 73

(2)

0.067
(0.63)
0.81
(0.23)
-0.12
(-0.046)
2.52
(1.64)

5.21
(2.72)
5.27
(1.86)
18.48
(1.56)
0.15
(0.48)

-0.32
(-0.30)

5.15
(3.56)

58.76

0.22

73

(3)

0.058
(0.55)
0.43
(0.12)
-1.08
(-0.48)
2.05
(1.53)
5.71
(2.97)
6.25
(2.27)
22.17
(1.83)
0.12
(0.49)

0.025
(0.83)
4.44
(3.28)

59.33

0.23

73
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(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 3rd-order case)

LATIN
AMERICA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.40 0.43 0.41
(3.72) (4.03) (3.87)

saving rate 17.79 11.84 14.40
(2.45) (1.56) ( 1.90)

dummy 4.66 4.57 5.52
(1.61 ) (1.54) (2.05)

dummy.-l 2.66 2.56 3.06
(1.38) (1.32) ( 1.65)

dummy.-2 -1.68 -1.74 -2.16
(-0.66) (-0.66) (-0.92)

dummy.-3 -4.01 -4.02 -4.92
(-1.15) (-1.12) (-1.55)

environment 28.78 25.71 21.72
(1.24) (1.07) (0.99)

world growth 1.36 1.23 1.11
(3.45) (3.09) (3.05)

budget balance 27.48
(2.51)

exchange rate -0.0008
(-1.31)

credit growth -0.008
(-1.66)

constant -6.34 -5.48 -5.15
(-2.99) (-2.45) (-2.36)

F 9.76 9.32 10.27

Buse-R2 0.40 0.38 0.38

DF 64 64 64
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(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 2nd-order case]

AJJ Regions (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.27 0.28 0.26
(4.42) (4.62) (4.25)

saving rate 5.31 5.29 6.34
(2.06) (2.09) (2.45)

dummy 0.77 0.78 1.40
(0.75) (0.76) ( 1.36)

dummy.-l 0.53 0.64 1.25
(0.49) (0.57) (1.12)

dummy.-2 -0.71 -0.44 -0.45
(-1.00) (-0.59) (-0.58)

dummy.-3 -2.96 -2.46 -3.70
(-1.31) (-1.05) (-1.63)

environment 17.08 18.12 17.45
(2.08) (2.21) (2.17)

world growth 0.56 0.54 0.52
(3.24) (3.13) (3.10)

budget balance 1.81
(0.37)

exchange rate -0.0009
(-1.37)

credit growth -0.011
(-2.42)

constant 0.45 0.38 0.61
(0.48) (0.45) (0.72)

F 54.59 57.01 53.86

Buse-R2 0.16 0.17 0.19

OF 226 226 226
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(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 2nd-order case]

AFRICA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.11 0.16 0.17
(1.01) (1.45) (1.63)

saving rate 7.13 8.67 8.49
(1.23) (l.48) (1.51 )

dummy -1.74 -2.15 -1.13
(-0.84) ( -1.03) (-0.56)

dummy.-l -2.32 -2.86 -1.82
(- 1.02) (-1.26) (-0.83)

dummy.-2 -1.72 -2.14 -2.07
(-1.29) (-1.58) (-1.61)

dummy.-3 0.036 0.02 -1.86
(0.009) (0.005) (-0.46)

environment 16.2 18.93 21.23
( 1.18) ( 1.38) (1.60)

world growth 0.33 0.33 0.64
(1.06) (1.04) (1.96)

budget balance 8.22
( 1.08)

exchange rate 0.13
(0.56)

credit growth 0.057
(2.06)

constant 2.59 1.64 -0.16
(1. 76) ( 1.17) (-0.099)

F 20.08 21.12 22.71

Buse-Ri 0.09 0.10 0.14

DF 73 73 73
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(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 2nd-order case]

ASIA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.087 0.075 0.071
(0.81) (0.71) (0.67)

saving rate 0.68 0.37 0.036
(0.18) (0.11) (0.01 )

dummy 0.89 1.26 0.50
(0.52) (0.68) (0.30)

dummy.-l 2.09 2.52 1.74
(1.12) (1.28) (1.99)

dummy.-2 3.60 3.78 3.72
(2.67) (3.09) (3.10)

dummy.-3 5.39 5.05 6.43
(1.34) (1.22) (1.59)

environment 18.62 18.27 21.39
(1.54) (1.53) (1.74)

world growth 0.066 0.18 0.097
(0.26) (0.56) (0.39)

budget balance -1.11
(-0.14)

exchange rate -0.54
(-0.53)

credit growth 0.020
(0.66)

constant 4.84 5.42 4.64
(3.28) (3.82) (3.45)

F 57.33 58.61 58.41

Buse-R2 0.19 0.20 0.21

DF 73 73 73
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(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 2nd-order case)

LATIN
AMERICA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.41 0.45 0.42
(3.80) (4.26) (3.99)

saving rate 17.29 11.51 13.84
(2.39) ( 1.54) (1.86)

dummy 3.76 4.14 4.64
(1.86) (2.09) (2.43)

dummy.-l 3.79 4.09 4.66
(1.73) (1.91) (2.21)

dummy.-2 0.07 -0.13 0.064
(0.041) (-0.079) (0.038)

dummy.-3 -7.38 -8.54 -9.16
(-1.51) (-1.78) ( -2.07)

environment 32.73 31.86 29.17
( 1.42) (1.37) ( 1.35)

world growth 1.33 1.22 1.12
(3.48) (3.21 ) (3.19)

budget balance 25.79
(2.37)

exchange rate -0.0007
(-1.22)

credit growth -0.007
(-1.61)

constant -6.21 -5.43 -5.13
( -2.95) ( -2.48) ( -2.40)

F 9.84 10.40 9.91

Buse-R'' 0.41 0.41 0.40

DF 64 64 64
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(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 2nd-order case]

LOW INCOME
All. (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.017 0.039 0.067
(0.18) (0.40) (0.68)

saving rate 12.72 8.90 8.44
(3.21 ) (2.04) (1.95)

dummy -3.19 -2.12 -1.23
(-1.63) (-1.10) (-0.63)

dummy.-l -4.21 -2.94 -2.01
(-2.04) (-1.44) (-0.98)

dummy.-2 -3.05 -2.46 -2.34
(-2.64) (-2.13) (-2.11)

dummy.-3 0.28 -0.80 -2.23
(0.067) (-0.17) (-0.54)

environment -1.57 -3.91 3.08
(-0.11 ) (-0.28) (0.22)

world growth 0.33 0.25 0.47
(1.35) (0.95) (1.69)

budget balance 20.79
(2.50)

exchange rate 0.14
(0.59)

credit growth 0.045
(1.61)

constant 3.21 2.64 1.28
(2.77) (2.25) (0.91)

F 41.49 35.00 33.89

Buse-R2 0.24 0.11 0.14

OF 73 73 73



(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags. 2nd-order case]

LOW INCOME
AFRICA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.52 0.22 0.26
(0.35) (1.48) (1.79)

saving rate 1.75 -0.34 0.74
(0.18) (-0.03) (0.07)

dummy 3.07 1.99 3.13
(0.92) (0.51 ) (0.84)

dummy.-l 3.34 1.93 3.07
(0.89) (0.43) (0.72)

dummy.-2 0.82 -0.19 -0.18
(0.41) (-0.08) (-0.08)

dummy.-3 -4.49 -4.36 -6.62
(-0.83) (-0.71) (-1.11)

environment 8.28 6.93 13.77
(0.39) (0.32) (0.62)

world growth 0.63 0.86 1.22
(1.27) (1.55) (2.24)

budget balance 41.26
(3.11)

exchange rate 0.09
(0.43)

credit growth 0.49
(1.51)

constant 2.62 -0.028 -2.31
(1.29) (-0.014) (-0.95)

F 9.23 5.76 6.57

Buse-R2 0.40 0.15 0.22

DF 37 37 37
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(IMF-WB program case)

[With-lags, 2nd-order case]

LOW INCOME
ASIA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.089 0.02 0.024
(0.67) (0.14) (0.17)

saving rate --14.84 8.68 8.34
(-1.85) (1.21) (1.10)

dummy 0.53 5.65 5.13
(0.20) (1.64) (1.51 )

dummy.-l -1.86 7.53 6.90
(-0.50) (1.76) (1.64)

dummy.-2 -7.16 5.64 5.30
(-1.67) (1.31) (1.26)

dummy.-3 -15.38 -0.004 0.33
(-2.28) (-0.0004) (0.04)

environment -59.43 -48.59 -55.06
(-2.14) (-1.68) (-1.77)

world growth 0.39 0.14 -0.042
(1.34) (0.32) (-0.13)

budget balance 56.91
(2.98)

exchange rate -0.95
(-0.55)

credit growth -0.015
(-0.19)

constant 12.07 4.70 4.36
(4.36) (2.32) (2.14)

F 70.24 41.31 44.97

Buse-R2 0.40 0.20 0.21

OF 28 28 28
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[With-lags. 2nd-order case]

MIDDLE INCOME
ALL (excl. l.A) (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.17 0.13 0.12
(1.48) ( 1.15) ( 1.08)

saving rate 6.35 3.62 3.37
( 1.49) (0.98) ( 1.00)

dummy -0.98 0.60 -2.35
(-0.52) (0.28) ( -1.33)

dummy.-l -0.39 1.52 -1.69
(-0.19) (0.64) (-0.91)

dummy.-2 1.78 2.76 1.98
( 1.19) (1.75) ( 1.38)

dummy.-3 5.53 4.31 8.66
( 1.24) (0.95) (1.94)

environment 29.60 31.80 39.16
(2.45) (2.68) (3.42)

world growth 0.13 0.45 0.16
(0.42) (1.31) (0.60)

budget balance -4.70
(-0.72)

exchange rate -1.72
(-1.66)

credit growth 0.07
(2.41 )

constant 2.05 4.73 2.13
(1.13) (2.59) ( 1.48)

F 34.65 39.14 45.26

Buse-a'' 0.19 0.23 0.26

OF 73 73 73
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[With-lags, 2nd-order case]

MIDDLE INCOME
AFRICA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate -0.006 -0.14 -0.029
(-0.03) (-0.81 ) (-0.15)

saving rate 5.55 8.05 7.96
(0.41 ) (0.69) (0.64)

dummy -6.21 -1.69 -5.9
(-l.0) (-0.27) ( -0.95)

dummy.-l -6.92 -0.51 -6.65
(-1.10) (-0.077) (-1.04)

dummy.-2 -2.13 3.53 -2.24
(-0.90) (0.82) (-0.67)

dummy.-3 8.16 10.44 7.32
(0.60) (0.78) (0.54)

environment 53.62 67.77 53.33
( 1.62) (2.20) ( 1.59)

world growth 0.62 1.26 0.47
(0.89) (1.79) (0.74)

budget balance -1.80
(-0.14)

exchange rate -4.81
(-1.91)

credit growth -0.015
(-0.17)

constant 2.72 8.03 3.15
(0.64) ( 1.97) (0.91)

F 7.68 9.16 7.95

Buse-Rl 0.13 0.26 0.14

DF 28 28 2.8



[With-lags, 2nd-order case]

MIDDLE INCOME
ASIA (1) (2) (3)

growth rate 0.017 0.054 0.004
(0.10) (0.32) (0.024)

saving rate 15.63 15.23 17.66
( 1.28) (1.24) (1.43)

dummy 1.09 0.71 -0.09
(0.48) (0.29) (-0.04)

dummy.-l 2.89 2.38 1.75
( 1.20) (0.89) (0.77)

dummy.-2 5.41 5.00 5.52
(3.33) (3.05) (3.60)

dummy.-3 8.64 8.57 11.22
(1.69) (1.63) (2.16)

environment 23.51 24.85 29.74
( 1.58) (1.66) (2.04)

world growth ":0.052 -0.16 -0.10
(-0.12) (-0.33) (-0.24)

budget balance -5.97
(-0.58)

exchange rate 0.15
(0.11)

credit growth 0.048
(1.28)

constant -0.24 0.13 -1.44
(-0.063) (0.033) (-0.35)

F 30.24 32.14 35.24

Buse-R2 0.46 0.48 0.51

IF 37 37 37

~--- - ~- ~~-_.~-~---
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(Export Growth case)

All LATIN
Regions AFRICA ASIA AMERICA

saving rate 6.22 1.97 -0.25 14.21
(2.28) (0.42) (-0.065) (1.44)

export growth 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.15
(3.75) (1.64) (2.19) ( 1.18)

environment 12.2 13.15 22.23 0.62
(1.66) (0.95) (2.04) (0.028)

world growth 0.36 0.18 0.15 0.93
(2.35) (0.63) (0.65) (2.55)

constant 1.83 3.25 5.18 -3.95
(2.19) (2.65) (4.07) ( -1.45)

F 74.13 30.81 80.35 5.34

Buse-R2 0.14 0.06 0.11 0.16

DF 229 76 76 67

(Note) Export growth is real export growth times saving rate.
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(Export Growth case)

LOW-INCOME
ALL AFRICA ASIA

saving rate 3.78 -3.58 1.16
(0.84) (-0.53 ) (0.15)

export growth 0.19 0.33 0.078
(1.55) (1.62) (0.43)

environment -10.26 -6.70 -46.12
(-0.76) (-0.37) (-1.62)

world growth 0.14 0.57 0.044
(0.59) (1.34) (0.14)

constant 3.75 2.31 5.58
(3.31) (1.37) (2.88)

F 41.12 9.4 41.29

Buse-R2 0.06 0.11 0.08

OF 76 40 31

-~---~---~~-----------
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(Export Growth case)

MIDDLE-INCOME
ALL AlJ..(excJ.I.A) AFRICA ASIA

saving rate 11.81 3.70 2.04 13.62
(3.24) ( 1.07) (0.18) (1.58)

export growth 0.24 0.47 0.38 0.68
(3.35) (3.74) ( 1.45) (3.98)

environment 20.57 48.58 66.21 35.62
(2.30) (4.73) (2.13) (2.91)

world growth 0.47 0.076 -0.14 0.16
(2.44) (0.30) (-0.26) (0.45)

constant -0.37 3.64 4.97 -0.26
(-0.31) (2.73) ( 1.62) (-0.084)

F 54.19 82.64 15.83 39.69

Buse-R2 0.23 0.30 0.18 0.40

DF 148 76 31 40
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APPENDIXB

EVOLtITION OFMEfHOOOLOOY

Let us start with general methodology. There are many studies

measuring the effectiveness of aid in general. We do not, however,

discuss any project evaluation here, since it is the microeconomic

approach to the problem.

The methodologies can be. divided into three categories.

a) Simple regression of the savings rate on the amount of aDA. This

was expected to show whether or not a negative impact of aDA could

exist. Results are ambiguous.

b) Comparative statics done by using the estimated simultaneous

equations which are composed of the first order condition of the

optimal decision model of the fiscal sector on the expenditure and

revenue structure in the recipient countries. This was expected to

show whether or not aid money could be drained to consumption.

The result is that some portion has been wasted as consumption.

This is the famous problem of the "fungibility of aid money" (Heller

1975).

c) Extension of both the first and second work by combining it with

the neo-classical growth model and taking a look at the ultimate

effect of aDA on growth. The result is that aDA hasn't had any

positive effect on growth (Mosley et ale 1987). Though the theoretical

model presented there is very comprehensive, they have not
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estimated the model. We know no reason for this. Instead they

have estimated the very simple model which is just an extension of

the first approach above and takes a look at the relationship between

growth and ODA directly.

The result so far is not encouraging at least from the donor's

viewpoint Previous studies have shown that the effects, if they

existed, were limited.

Two critical flaws have been addressed (Krueger et al. Ch.7

"The Impact of Development Assistance: A Review of the Quantitative

Evidence" 1989). One is that the production function used is too

simple to capture the role of endogenous technological development

which is without doubt important in the real world. This has led to

underestimation of the effect The other flaw is that since ODA is

often conditioned to some policy reform, estimates which do not take

account of this fact could underestimate the effect. In addition to

these two, although it is too technical, the problem of simultaneity

between ODA and economic performance has been addressed. The

third approach has shown econometrically that there is no

unambiguous simultaneity seen between the two.

The second flaw has eventually been dealt with in several

recent studies which have examined the effectiveness of adjustment

lending implemented by the IMF and World Bank during the 1980s

(Kahn 1990, World Bank 1990, Faini et al, 1991 and Mosley 1991).

All of these except Mosley (1991) use the so-called "modified

control-group approach" as an evaluation model, where they try to

figure out whether there is a significant difference between the
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reality in the on-program period and the counterfactual which would

have taken place without a program. The results are mixed as for

the effect on growth rate. The econometric model is built in the

following way.

Evaluation Model

It starts from an equation for the macroeconomic outcome

variables in country i in the evaluation period:

The outcome of a given performance variable (y, for GDP

growth and the shares of saving, investment, and exports) is

assumed to depend on Xi - a group of variables representing the

macroeconomic policy that would be expected in the absence of a

program in country i; W - (a group of variables representing the

external economic environment that actually existed for the country);

and dj - which takes the value of one if a country has a program, and

the value of zero otherwise. The error term is t1.

Next, since x is not observable in program countries, we assume

the following policy reaction function.

Xi-Xi.-l=C(Y~ -Yi.-l)+Ui (2)

where asterisk denotes desirable or target

u= error term
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By substituting (2) into (1), we get the model to be estimated.

where A a change from before program to after

program.

So, our prime interest is whether ~4 is positive or negative, as

well as statistically significant or not. The sample selectivity

problem might also be dealt with through endogenizing dj and

estimating the system of equations.

The equations used in these studies are, however, too arbitrary

to know the underlying economic mechanism which has given rise to

the effect. We might want to k..1l0W, for example, how much of the

increased growth rate has been caused by overall financial aid and

how much by policy reform imposed as conditionality. For that

purpose, we must deal explicitly with the supply side of the

economy, which had prevailed on the numerous studies on

conventional aDA which we have seen above.

Khan and Knight (1985) give us some clues along that research

direction though what they have done is extremely unsatisfactory

from our viewpoint. They have examined the effectiveness of the

IMF's typical structural adjustment program through policy

simulation with a small-scale econometric model. As Khan (1990)

mentioned, the policy simulation method is vulnerable to so-called

"Lucas critique." But since the estimation of effectiveness using
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actual data also has some difficulties, both methods should be

considered complementary.

Anyway, the main simulation results can be seen in Figure B.t.

The effect of the demand management policies is an expected one.

Since this model is formulated so that the actual growth rate

fluctuates around some potential output, reflecting the demand

situation, the initial effect of the demand management policies is

contractional but after adjustment period the economy restores

potential growth rate. The result of the combined package of

demand-management and supply-side policies is also seemingly

encouraging because supply-side policies produced additional

growth.

But this result has little justification. Take a look at the capacity

output equation in the model.

Alogy*t=a(lR/Y)t+~AlogLt

where Alogy*=rate of growth of capacity output

IR=gross capital formation

yeactual output

L=labor force

a.~=parameter to be estimated

As the author admits, gross capital formation is not endogenous

but exogenous. Therefore they just assumed that as a result of the

policy based lending the gross capital formation would be enhanced

to some extent. There is no empirical grounds for that. The way they

have chosen is extremely arbitrary. It seems to be a tautological
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Figure B.I

Effect on Growth Rate of Demand-Management and
Supply-Side Policies
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Simulation b: Combined package
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simulation. Moreover they have not distinguished between the effect

of aid money itself and the effect of the conditional policy reform.

In the next appendix we will tackle this problem and discuss a

desirable model to be estimated, which could then be incorporated in

this kind of simulation model and/or used independently.

Such a model will be developed through refining this type of

supply function with the evaluation model shown above.

Lastly, the latest survey by White (1992) on the

macroeconomic impact of development aid introduces other issues,

such as the effect of conventional aid through real exchange rates

and/or changes in terms of trade.
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APPENDIXC

DEVEWPMENT OF THEEMPIRICAL MODEL

(1] Indirect Method: Systematic Coefficient Variation by Factor

Dependent Model

Model-l

Suppose the economy has a typical supply function like this.

Y=EXP(At)KpaKg~LY (1)

where Y:=.:output(GNP,real)

Kp=capital stock of private sector

Kg=capital stock of public sector

L=:labor input

A=rate of improvement of total factor

productivi ty

The rate of total factor productivity improvement is dependent

on structural adjustment, that is, the more intensively structural

adjustment policy is taken, the stronger the supply enhancement

effect. We assume that the relationship is linear like this.

A=a+bZ (2)

where Zeestructural adjustment indicator

This idea comes from Levy (1987). He used this sort of

specification to investigate how the effectiveness of ODA has been

affected by the level of development of the recipient economy. The
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structural adjustment indicator might include effective protection

rates, real exchange rates, the budget deficit, real interest rates, the

privatization ratio, export growth, and so on. It depends highly on

data availability.

However, there is a jump in reasoning where the rate of total

factor improvement is raised by policy reform. Another

uncomfortable thing is that we assume total factor productivity,

instead of technological progress, has a positive time trend, which is

not necessarily the case.

By differentiating (1) with respect to time and substituting (2)

into it, we get

'flY=a+bZ+a(KplKp)+~(KglKg)+y(iA..)

=a+bZ+a(lplKp)+~(IglKg)+y(iA..) (3)

where Ipeinvestment of private sector

Igeinvestment of public sector

Next we must relate investment by the public sector to aid

money. Here we take advantage of the public sector decision making

model which was originally developed by Heller (1975) for the

purpose of detecting the effectiveness of conventional aDA on

investment. The basic idea is illustrated in Figure C.l, where we can

see that aid money is not necessarily spent on investment even if it

was originally intended for that purpose. Aid money could be used

instead for consumption, tax reduction, or reducing domestic

borrowing, although part of this reduced tax and domestic

- --------- ---------- ---
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Figure C.I

How Does the Budget System Work?

Before External Borrowing:

(Revenue)

T

B

(Expenditure)

Ig

Cg

.1Ig=L
L Ig'

~ T

~ B Cg ~

After External Borrowing:
(Case 1)

(Case 2) L Ig ~
~ T

~
Cg'

B

.1Cg=L

(Case 3) L Ig l.

T' J

IfB' Cg

(Note) T: tax, B: domestic borrowing, Ig: government investment.

C~: government consumption, L: external borrowing, prime indicates

change.
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borrowing might have been used for private investment. The formal

mathematical model is the following. For simplicity and convenience,

the model used is Mosley et al's (1987) rather than Heller's (1975).

Utility function of the public sector

U=f(Ig,Gd,Gnd,B,n (4)

where Uewelfare of public sector decision makers

Ig=government capital expenditure

Gg='developmental' recurrent expenditure by

government

Gnd='non-developmental' recurrent expenditure

by government

Bepublic borrowing(from both domestic and

overseas sources)

Tetax revenue

For simplicity we shall define the function U as a 'loss function'.

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Gd*=aIOYt

Gnd*=a!l Gnd. t_! +at2W

B*=O

U=-(at12)(Ig-Ig*)2-(a2/2)(T-T*)2_(a3/2)(Gd-Gd*)2

-(i14/2)(Gnd-Gnd*)2_( as/2)(B-B*)2 (5)

where Ig*=~Yt.t+a7Ip

T*=asYt+a9Mt

where Ip=investment expenditure by the private

sector



Mt-l=lagged imports

W='wartime dummy' variable
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Budget Constraints

Gd+Gnd=a13T+a14A

Ig=B+(l-a13)T+(1-aI4)A

(11)

(12)

where A=inflows of overseas aid

Then (5) is maximized subject to both (11) and (12). The

resulting reduced form of Ig is the following linear equation.

Ig=(llk)[{(aI4aS(a13-1))/all+as( l-aI4)/al }A+4!6Yt-1+a7Ip

+{ (as(1-a13))1al}{(mIl)Yt+(nll)Mt_1 +(a111l)Gnd.l_l +(a121l)W}l( 13)

where k=(l+aS/al)

1=a13+(a2/a3a13)-(a2/~a13)

m=alO+(a2ag1a3a13)-(a3alO/~)-(a2as/~a13)

n=(a2119/a3a13)-(a239/~a13)

Thus, equation (3) and (13) construct Model-L

Model-2

The problem with Model-l is that data for Kp and Kg is not

available in less developed countries. Therefore, we will modify

Model-l so that we can avoid using data for those variables. We

could calculate capital stock as the sum of past investment but this

method seems to be very rough.



In place of the previous specific supply function (1), we use the

following general specification.

Y=F(Kp, Kg, L) (14)

By totally differentiating the above equation we obtain,
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dY=FldKp+F2dKg+F3dL

where Fi=partial derivative

Then we get

i=I,2,3

YN=F1(lpN)+F2(1glY)+[(aYlaL)(UY)](VL) (15)

The structural adjustment variable is introduced here in the

following way.

Ft=blt+b12Z. F2=~1+~2Z (16)

By substituting (16) into (15), we get

Thus, equation (17) and (13) construct Model-2.

We must, however, recognize that we have taken a strong

assumption in specifying the equation (16). That is, it means

2 ., 2
a YlaKpaKg=a-YlaKpaL=a YlaKgaL=O



Model-3

Model-3 deals with the common problem of Models-l and 2. As

we can easily see, it is not normal to assume that policy reform does

not affect private investment at all, which has been assumed so up to

this point. It is required that Ip be related to aid money.

Theoretically, several routes can be taken. One might include:

complementarity with public infrastructure, which is usually an ODA

project; effects through price changes after implementation of aid;

changes in the general macroeconomic environment; and so OD. As

such, it is very difficult to specify the relationship.

For example, Mosley et aI.(1987) has proposed the following

specification.

Ip=const+aIA+a2Ip,t_l+a3P+Cl4CR

where P=business profits

CR=domestic bank credit expansion

Although they claimed that this specification tried to capture

the effect of price changes due to aid projects, the equation is

obviously too general to conclude that the estimated parameter

represents such an effect.

Another example by Faini and Melo (1990) takes a more

modern approach to this problem. They estimated the first order

condition of a finn's intertemporal optimization model on investment

and have found that a good macroeconomic environment and
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devaluation promoted investment, while demand contraction

depressed it, where they are not directly dealing with aid projects.

Anyway we modify the previous model in the following way,

without specifying an investment function directly-

Suppose that the economy's supply function is like this. .

Y=F(K,L)

where K=Kp+Kg

By the similar derivation,

YIY=Fk(IIY)+y(iJL) (18)

where I=Ip+lg

Recall that the following identity holds for the recipient

country.

I=S+A+OFF (19)

where Sedomestic saving

A=aid money

OFF=other foreign inflows

By substituting (19) into (18),

YIY=Ft(S+A+OFF)1Y+y(iJL) (20)
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YfY=(bo+btZ)(SIY)+(bo+btZ)(AIY)+(bo+b1Z)(OFFfY)+y(UL) (21)

This is Model-3. We have avoided the complex problem by

using a simple identity.

We must note, however, that the identity does not

automatically ensure that all of the funds available are willingly

going to be invested. Sometimes it takes the form of involuntary

accumulation of stocks. Therefore, this approach is interpreted to

examine the medium or long term performance of the economy.

[2] Direct Method: Systematic Coefficient Variation by With-Without

Program Dummy Variable Model With Correction Against the Bias

Due to the Characteristic of Non-Program Countries

There are two alternative approaches in estimating the

effectiveness of adjustment lending. The one which we have seen

above is an indirect one where we have examined how several policy

distortions and macroeconomic instabilities have related to the

effectiveness of overall aDA among recipient countries. The other

approach we will explore is a direct one where we examine how past

adjustment lending has affected the supply side of the economy. This

could be done by applying a technique which captures the parameter

variation over time to the individual recipient country. For example,

Kalman filtering, one of the stochastic coefficient variation models,

would be a promising candidate for this purpose. Mosley et al. (1987)
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said that historical case studies supplemented by time-series

analysis are probably the most effective approach in the

investigation of indirect effects of aid of this sort.

Here, however, we use the dummy variable model, one of the

systematic coefficient variation models (Kmenta 1986). We are not

sure which type of model is more appropriate, but the dummy

variable model seems to detect the relationship between policy

reform and parameter variation more directly because the Kalman

filtering model catches the overall parameter shift which could have

reflected factors other than policy reform. The Kalman filtering

model, however, gives us information on parameter variation period

through period.

Anyway, the advantage of this direct approach is that it avoids

the arbitrariness in choosing data on structural adjustment variables

in the indirect method above.

Model-4

This model is derived by replacing the structural adjustment

variable with the dummy variable in Model-3, like this:

YN=(bo+b) D){(S+A+OFF)/Y)}+y(UL) (22)

where 0=1 if adjustment lending program is in effect

during the period in question,

=0 otherwise.

We must take note here that in this model we implicitly

assume that conditionality is strictly obeyed, although this is not

-- - ----- --------------
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necessarily the case, mainly due to political resistance or unexpected

turbulence. This problem does not occur in the indirect method.

Model-5

Model-5 deals with another flaw of Model-4. This is associated

with the definition of the effect of the policy based lending. After

Khan (1990), we adopt the idea that macroeconomic performance

under a program should be compared to the "counterfactual," defined

as the macroeconomic performance that would have taken place in

the absence of a program. Model-4 is not satisfactory from this point

of view because it excludes the possibility that the country

concerned would have taken policy reform to some extent even if

conditions had not been imposed. In this sense the estimated

effectiveness would be biased. In order to correct this bias we

modify Model-4 in the following way, after Khan (1990).

Let X a vector of policy instruments (for example, domestic

credit, the exchange rate, the fiscal deficit). X refers to the policies

that would be adopted in the absence of a program. The vector X is

therefore directly observable only for nonprograrn countries; for

program countries the X must be estimated. One way in which X can

be estimated is via the following reaction function:

dX=c' {(Y/Y)*-(YfY)-1 }+e (23)

where (YIY)*=desired growth rate

e=a vector of random shocks

c'ea parameter vector

dea first-difference operator
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Equation (23) states that the change in the country's

macroeconomic policy instruments between the current and previous

period will be a function of the difference between the desired value

of the growth rate this period and the its actual value last period.

And we modify the equation (22) like this.

YN=(bo+bIDH(S+A+OFF)N)+y(VL)+tX+u (24)

where u=a random variable

From (23),

By substituting (25) into (24), we get

YN =(bo+bl DH(S+A+OFF)N}+y(UL)+c' t{(YN)*-CfN)_I }+tX_I

+te+u

={ te' (YN)*}+(bo+blD){(S+A+OFF)N}+y(UL)

-tc' (YN)_I+tX_I+(te+u)

Let {te' (YN)*} constant v and hence the desired value (YN)* is

subsumed in the constant.

YN=v+(bo+bIDH(S+A+OFF)IY}+y(ilL)-te'(yN)_I+tX_l+(te+U)

or d(YN)=v+(bo+bID){(S+A+OFF)N}+y(UL)-(te' + l)(YN)-l
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Thus, the estimated parameters bo and hI in equation (26) are

expected to be more accurate than those coming from Model-4

because Model-S controls for policy reactions which would have

taken place without conditionality. This is the so-called modified

control group approach.

We have developed five alternative models of the supply

function. Although each model is subject to some restrictions, Model

S looks best from the viewpoint of avoiding arbitrariness and

complexity, and data availability. In addition to these considerations,

we might be asked to make some adjustment for the external

environment and possible sample selectivity bias associated with

program and non-program countries.
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